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Annex 2

Listing 2
 

 

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

The first part (10%)

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

47 16041500 Made or preserved squid (whole or diced)
48 16041600 Made or preserved squid (whole or diced)
49 16041700 Made or preserved squid (whole or diced)
50 16041800 Shark fins (whole or diced) made or preserved
51 16041920 Made or preserved tilapia (whole or diced)
52 16041931 Spotted squid (made or cut) made or preserved
53 16041939 Other fork-tailed squid (whole or diced) made or preserved
54 16041990 Other fish (made or cut) made or preserved
55 16042011 Canned shark fin
56 16042019 Other canned fish preserved or preserved
57 16042091 Other shark fins made or preserved
58 16042099 Other fish made or preserved
59 16043100 Caviar
60 16043200 Caviar substitute
61 16052100 Shrimp and prawns made or preserved in unsealed packaging
62 16052900 Other prepared or preserved shrimp and prawns
63 16053000 Made or preserved lobster
64 16054011 Freshwater crayfish kernels made or preserved
65 16054090 Other crustaceans made or preserved
66 16055100 Oysters (蚝) made or preserved
67 16055200 Scallops made or preserved, including sea fans
68 16055300 Made or preserved mussels
69 16055400 Squid and squid produced or preserved
70 16055500 Produced or preserved octopus
71 16055610 制作 made or preserved
72 16055620 Stork and scallops made or preserved
73 16055700 Made or preserved abalone
74 16055800 Snails and snails made or preserved, except for conch
75 16055900 Other mollusks made or preserved
76 16056200 Sea urchin made or preserved
77 16056300 Sea otter made or preserved
78 16056900 Other aquatic invertebrates produced or preserved
79 17023000 Glucose and syrup, no fructose or fructose content below 20%
80 17025000 Chemical pure fructose
81 18062000 Each piece of cocoa-containing food with a net weight > 2kg
82 18063200 Other non-sandwich block or strip containing cocoa food, net

weight ≤ 2kg per piece
83 19019000 Other unlisted foods
84 19021100 Unfilled or uncooked egg-containing pasta
85 19022000 Stuffed pasta, whether cooked or otherwise made

~ 
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86 19023030 Instant or quick-cooked noodles
87 19042000 Uncooked cereal pieces and unbaked mixed foods
88 19053100 Sweet cookies
89 19053200 Waffles and Holy Communion
90 19054000 Rusk, toast and similar toast
91 20011000 Cucumbers and gherkins made or preserved with vinegar or acetic

acid
92 20019090 Other fruits, vegetables and edible plants made or preserved with

vinegar or acetic acid
93 20021010 Whole or sliced   tomato cans made without vinegar
94 20031011 Canned white mushrooms, not made with vinegar
95 20039010 Other canned mushrooms made without vinegar
96 20049000 Other frozen vegetables and mixed vegetables that are not made

with vinegar
97 20052000 Unfrozen potato made without vinegar

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

98 20054000 Unfrozen peas made without vinegar
99 20055119 Other de-pod kidney beans and canned beans made of vinegar
100 20055910 Canned peas and canned beans made from vinegar
101 20056010 Canned asparagus not made with vinegar
102 20057000 Unfrozen olive oil made without vinegar
103 20058000 Unfrozen sweet corn made without vinegar
104 20059999 Other unfrozen vegetables and assorted vegetables not made with

vinegar
105 20060010 Candied dates
106 20060020 Candied olives
107 20060090 Other candied vegetables, fruits, nuts, peels, etc.
108 20079100 Cooked citrus fruit
109 20079910 Other cooked jams, jellies, purees, canned fruit
110 20079990 Other cooked jams, jellies, purees, fruit pastes
111 20081190 Other peanuts not made with vinegar
112 20081999 Other nuts and kernels not made with vinegar
113 20085000 Apricot not made with vinegar
114 20087010 Peach (including nectarine) canned
115 20089700 Assorted fruits made without vinegar
116 20089931 Seasoned seaweed
117 20092100 Grapefruit (including pomelo) juice with a Brix value not

exceeding 20
118 20092900 Other grapefruit (including pomelo) juice
119 20093110 Lemon juice with a Brix value not exceeding 20
120 20094100 Pineapple juice with a Brix value not exceeding 20
121 20096100 Grape juice with a Brix value not exceeding 30, including wine

grape juice
122 20098912 mango juice
123 20098913 Passion fruit juice
124 20098914 Guava juice
125 20098920 Other unmixed vegetable juice
126 20099010 Mixed fruit juice
127 20099090 Mixed vegetable juice, mixed juice of fruits and vegetables
128 21011200 Products based on coffee concentrate or coffee
129 21012000 Tea, mate tea concentrated juice and its products
130 21021000 Active yeast
131 21022000 Inactive yeast; other single-celled microorganisms that have died
132 21031000 soy sauce
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133 21050000 Ice cream and other iced foods (with or without cocoa)
134 21069010 Making concentrates for carbonated beverages
135 21069040 Coconut juice
136 22011020 Soda (unflavored, sweetened or other sweet substances)
137 22019011 Packaged natural water
138 22019019 Unpackaged natural water
139 22019090 Other water, ice and snow (unflavored, sweetened or other sweet

substances)
140 22030000 Malt brewed beer
141 22041000 Grape sparkling wine
142 22042100 Small package of freshly brewed wine
143 22042900 Large package of freshly brewed wine
144 22051000 Small package of miso and similar wine
145 22060090 Other fermented beverages; other unlisted fermented beverage

mixtures
146 22071000 Unmodified ethanol, alcohol concentration ≥80% by volume
147 22082000 Hard liquor made from distilled wine
148 22085000 gin

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

149 22087000 Liqueur and Cordial
150 22089010 Tequila
151 22089020 Liquor
152 22089090 Other distilled spirits and alcoholic beverages
153 22090000 Vinegar and vinegar substitutes made with acetic acid
154 23012090 Other animal slag powders and pellets not suitable for human

consumption
155 23040010 Oil cake (bean cake) obtained by refining soybean oil
156 23040090 Other solid residue obtained by refining soybean oil
157 23050000 Oil cake and other solid residue obtained by refining peanut oil
158 23061000 Cottonseed oil cake and other solid residue
159 23062000 Linseed oil cake and other solid residue
160 23063000 Sunflower oil cake and other solid residues
161 23064100 Oil cake of low mustard acid rapeseed and other solid residue
162 23064900 Other rapeseed oil cakes and other solid residues
163 23069000 Other residues from refined vegetable oils other than heading 2304

or 2305
164 23091090 Other dog food or cat food in retail packaging
165 25191000 Natural magnesium carbonate (magnesite)
166 26159010 Hydrazine hydrate raw material
167 28012000 iodine
168 28049010 Selenium crystal rod for the electronics industry
169 28111110 Electronic grade hydrofluoric acid
170 28141000 ammonia
171 28211000 Iron oxides and hydroxides
172 28469048 Mixed rare earth carbonate
173 29012310 1-butene
174 29012910 Isopenten
175 29021920 ---4-alkyl-4'-alkylbicyclohexane
176 29029030 Dodecylbenzene
177 29029040 4-(4'-alkylcyclohexyl)cyclohexylethylene
178 29029050 1-alkyl-4-(4-alkenyl-1,1'-dicyclohexyl)benzene
179 29051420 Secondary butanol
180 29051910 3,3-dimethylbutan-2-ol (pinacol)
181 29055100 Chlorovinol
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182 29071290 Cresol salt
183 29071310 Nonylphenol
184 29071390 Salt of octyl phenol and its isomers and nonylphenolate
185 29071510 --naphthol (2-naphthol)
186 29093010 1-alkoxy-4-(4-vinylcyclohexyl)-2,3-difluorobenzene
187 29093020 4-(4-alkoxyphenyl)-4'-alkenyl-1,1'-bicyclohexane and its fluoro

derivative
188 29094910 M-phenoxybenzyl alcohol
189 29121200 Acetaldehyde
190 29125000 Cyclic aldehyde
191 29171120 Cobalt oxalate
192 29173500 Phthalic anhydride (phthalic anhydride)
193 29211300 2-(N,N-diethylamino)chloroethane hydrochloride
194 29211400 2-(N,N-diisopropylamino)chloroethane hydrochloride
195 29211910 Di-n-propylamine
196 29211920 Isopropylamine
197 29211930 N,N-bis(2-chloroethyl)ethylamine
198 29211940 N,N-bis(2-chloroethyl)methylamine
199 29211950 Tris(2-chloroethyl)amine

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

200 29211960 Dioxane (A, B, n-propyl or isopropyl) aminoethyl-2-chloro and its
protonated salt

201 29212210 Adipic acid diamine salt (nylon-66 salt)
202 29214110 aniline
203 29214190 Aniline salt
204 29214910 P-isopropylaniline
205 29214940 2,6-diethylaniline
206 29331920 An Nai
207 29333220 Piperidine (hexahydropyridine) salt
208 29333910 Diphenylglycolic acid-3-quinuclidin
209 29333920 Quinine cyclo-3-ol
210 29335400 Other malonyl urea derivatives and their salts
211 29335500 Chlorprozol, mecloqualone, etc. and their salts
212 29335920 Ciprofloxacin
213 29336910 Cyanuric chloride
214 29336921 Dichloroisocyanuric acid
215 29336922 Trichloroisocyanuric acid
216 29337100 6-caprolactam
217 29337200 Clozaban and meethidone
218 29339200 Methyl azinphos (ISO)
219 29349920 Furazolidone
220 29349940 Nevirapine, efavirenz, ritonavir and their salts
221 29349950 Clavulanic acid and its salts

222 29349960 7-Benzylacetamido-3-chloromethyl-4-cephalosporanic acid p-
methoxybenzyl ester, 7-aminocephalosporanic acid, 7-
aminodeacetoxycephalosporanic acid

223 29369010 Vitamin AD3
224 30066090 Other chemical contraceptives
225 30069200 Waste drug
226 31021000 Urea
227 31052000 Fertilizer containing nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium
228 31053000 Diammonium hydrogen phosphate
229 32131000 Complete set of pigments
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230 33030000 Perfume and toilet water
231 33041000 Lip cosmetics
232 33042000 Ophthalmic cosmetics
233 33043000 Finger (toe) cosmetics
234 33049100 Powder, whether or not pressed
235 33051000 Shampoo
236 33052000 Perm
237 33053000 Styling agent
238 33059000 Other hair care products
239 34022010 Synthetic washing powder
240 34022090 Organic surfactant products
241 34029000 Other surfactant products
242 34051000 Polishing agent for shoes or leather
243 34052000 Polishing polish for wood products
244 34053000 Polishing agent for body
245 34054000 Scrubbing paste, decontamination powder
246 34059000 Glass or metal cleaner
247 37023110 Unexposed one-time imaging photographic film for color

photography, width ≤105 mm
248 37023190 Other unexposed, non-perforated color film for color photography,

width ≤ 105 mm
249 37023210 Photographic plate-making with unexposed silver halide solution

without perforation for one-time imaging of photographic rolls,
width ≤ 105 mm

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

250 37023220 Photographic plate making unexposed coated silver halide liquid
without perforated film, width ≤105 mm

251 37024100 Other films without exposure and perforation for color
photography, width > 610 mm, length > 200 m

252 37024321 Photographic plate making with unexposed, non-perforated laser
photo slides, width > 610 mm, length ≤ 200 m

253 37024421 Photographic plate making with non-perforated unexposed laser
photo, 105mm <width ≤ 610mm

254 37025200 Unexposed color film for color photography, width ≤16mm
255 37025490 Unexposed color film for color photography for non-slides,

16mm<width<35mm, 2m<length≤30m
256 37025590 Unexposed color photography film, 16mm<width≤35mm, length>30m
257 37025690 Unexposed color photographic film, width >35mm
258 37029800 Unexposed non-color film, width >35mm
259 38061020 Resin acid
260 38085200 DDT (ISO) [DDT (INN)], net weight not exceeding 300 grams per pack
261 38085910 Chapter 38 of the retail packaging notes a specified goods
262 38085990 Chapter 38, Note 1 for non-retail packaging
263 38086100 The goods listed in Note 38 of Chapter 38 with a net weight of not

more than 300 grams per package
264 38086200 Goods listed in Note 38 of Chapter 38 with a net weight of more

than 300 grams per pack but not exceeding 7.5 kilograms
265 38089111 Mosquito coil
266 38089112 Biological insecticide
267 38089910 Retail packaging of rodenticides and other similar products
268 39011000 Polyethylene with a primary shape specific gravity <0.94
269 39014090 Other ethylene-α-olefin copolymers with a specific gravity of less

than 0.94
270 39041090 Other primary shapes of pure polyvinyl chloride
271 39222000 Plastic toilet seat and cover
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272 39229000 Plastic potty, pumping tank, etc.
273 39241000 Plastic tableware and kitchen utensils
274 39253000 Plastic window panels, shutters and similar products
275 39262090 Other plastic clothes and accessories
276 39264000 Plastic sculptures and other decorations
277 40121100 Refurbished tires for motorized passenger cars
278 40121900 Other retreaded tires
279 41041911 Other blue wet cowhide
280 41132000 Further processed pig leather without further processing
281 43022000 Unsewed heads, tails, claws and other pieces
282 44011100 Coniferous firewood
283 44012200 Non-coniferous wood chips or wood pellets
284 44032120 Radiated pine logs with a cross-section of 15 cm or more
285 44032210 Pinus koraiensis and Pinus sylvestris var. mongolica, cross-

sectional size below 15 cm
286 44032220 Radiated pine logs with a cross-section of 15 cm or less
287 44032230 Larch logs with a cross-section of 15 cm or less
288 44034100 Crimson red willow wood, light red red willow wood and Bashu red

willow wood logs
289 44034910 Teak logs
290 44034920 Oakman (Okran) logs
291 44034930 Dragon brain wood logs
292 44034940 Hawthorn (fragrant wood) logs
293 44034950 Merbau (Porog) logs
294 44034960 Big dried croton (Mengris or Compos) logs
295 44034970 Winged wood logs
296 44034980 Tropical redwood logs
297 44034990 Other tropical logs processed by other methods
298 44039300 Sapphire wood (beech) logs with a cross-section of 15 cm or more
299 44039400 Other Cyclobalanopsis glauca (beech) logs with a cross-sectional

size of 15 cm or less
300 44039600 Other birch logs with a cross-section of 15 cm or less

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

301 44039930 Other mahogany logs, except for tropical mahogany logs listed in
subparagraph 4403.4980

302 44039940 Paulownia wood logs
303 44039950 Ash logs
304 44071110 Longitudinal, slit, planed or rotary cut pine and pine wood with a

thickness of more than 6 mm
305 44071120 Longitudinal sawing, slitting, planing or rotary cutting of

radiata pine wood with a thickness of more than 6 mm
306 44071200 Longitudinal, slit, planed or rotary cut fir and spruce wood with

a thickness of more than 6 mm
307 44072100 Longitudinal, slit, planed or rotary cut mahogany wood with a

thickness of more than 6 mm
308 44072200 Suriname nutmeg, fine-hole green heart and American balsa wood,

longitudinally sawed, slitted, sliced   or cut, whether or not
planed, sanded or end-joined, more than 6 mm thick

309 44072500 Crimson red willow, light red, red willow, and bayan, willow wood,
longitudinal sawing, slitting, cutting or spinning
Cut, regardless of planing, sanding or end joining, thickness over
6 mm

310 44072600 White willow eucalyptus, white red willow eucalyptus, white willow
eucalyptus, yellow red eucalyptus and alan wood, longitudinal
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sawing, slitting, planing or rotary cutting, regardless of whether
planed, sanded or end-joined, more than 6 mm thick

311 44072700 Sapele wood, longitudinal sawing, slitting, planing or rotary
cutting, regardless of planing, sanding or end joining, thickness
More than 6 mm

312 44072800 Iroco wood, longitudinally sawed, slitted, sliced   or cut, whether
or not planed, sanded or end joined, more than 6 mm thick

313 44072920 African mahogany wood, longitudinally sawed, slitted, sliced   or
cut, whether or not planed, sanded or end-joined
Combined, thickness over 6 mm

314 44072940 Tropical mahogany wood, longitudinally sawed, slitted, sliced   or
cut, whether or not planed, sanded or end joined, more than 6 mm
thick

315 44079910 Other mahogany wood, longitudinally sawed, slitted, sliced   or cut,
whether or not planed, sanded or end joined, thick
Exceeding 6 mm, except for tropical mahogany sheets listed in
subheading 4407.2940

316 44079920 Paulownia wood, longitudinally sawed, slitted, sliced   or cut,
whether or not planed, sanded or end-joined, more than 6 mm thick

317 44081020 Softwood veneer for plywood not exceeding 6 mm in thickness
318 44083119 Other veneer veneer veneers with a thickness not exceeding 6 mm
319 44083120 Red willow veneer for plywood with a thickness not exceeding 6 mm
320 44083190 Other red willow veneer with a thickness not exceeding 6 mm

321 44083920 Other non-red willow wood veneer veneer panels, whether
flattened, sanded, spliced   or end joined, not exceeding 6 mm in
thickness

322 44089013 Veneer for bamboo veneer, no matter whether it is planed, sanded,
spliced   or joined at the end, the thickness is not more than 6 mm

323 44089029 Other veneer for wooden plywood, no matter whether it is planed,
sanded, spliced   or end joined, the thickness is not more than 6
mm

324 44111221 Radiant loose medium-density wood fiberboard with a thickness not
exceeding 5 mm, density exceeding 0.5 g per cubic centimeter, but
not
More than 0.8 grams per cubic centimeter

325 44111299 Other medium-density wood fibre boards of not more than 5 mm in
thickness, machined or covered

326 44111321 Radiant loose medium-density wood fibreboard with a thickness of
more than 5 mm but not exceeding 9 mm, with a density exceeding
cubic centimeters per cubic centimeter
0.5 g, but not more than 0.8 g per cubic centimeter

327 44111329 Other medium-density wood fibreboards with a thickness of more
than 5 mm but not exceeding 9 mm, with a density exceeding each
cubic centimeter
0.5 g, but not more than 0.8 g per cubic centimeter

328 44111399 Other medium density wood fibreboards with a thickness of more
than 5 mm but not exceeding 9 mm, machined or covered

329 44111411 Medium density wood fibreboard with a thickness of more than 9 mm,
density greater than 0.8 g per cubic centimeter, unmachined or
covered

330 44111421 Radiant loose medium-density wood fiberboard with a thickness of
more than 9 mm, density exceeding 0.5 g per cubic centimeter, but
not exceeding
Over 0.8 grams per cubic centimeter

331 44119310 Other wood fiberboards that are loosely radiated, with a density
exceeding 0.5 grams per cubic centimeter, but not exceeding 0.8
grams per cubic centimeter

332 44119390 Other wood fiberboard, density greater than 0.5 grams per cubic
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centimeter, but not more than 0.8 grams per cubic centimeter
333 44140010 Radiant pine wooden frame, photo frame, picture frame and similar

products
334 44140090 Other wooden frames, photo frames, frames and similar products
335 44181010 Radiated loose windows, French-style (floor) windows and wooden

frames

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

336 44184000 Wooden cement component template
337 44187310 Bamboo or at least the top layer (wear layer) is bamboo's

assembled mosaic bamboo flooring
338 44187320 Other bamboo or at least the top layer (wear layer) is a bamboo-

filled bamboo multi-layer floor
339 44187390 Other bamboo or at least the top layer (wear layer) is the bamboo

floor
340 44187400 Other assembled mosaic floors
341 44187900 Other assembled floors
342 44189100 Other bamboo products for construction
343 44189900 Other construction woodwork
344 44201012 Bamboo carved figurines and other decorations
345 44201020 Wooden fan
346 44219910 Wooden round sign, round bar, ice fruit stick, tongue depressor

and similar disposable products
347 46019990 Other non-plant braided materials
348 47063000 Other fibrous cellulose bamboo pulp
349 47069100 Other fibrous cellulose mechanical pulp
350 47069300 Other fibrous cellulose pulp prepared by a combination of

mechanical and chemical methods
351 48010090 Cheng Zhang and other newsprint
352 48022010 Photographic base paper
353 48051900 Other corrugated base paper

354 48109900 Other sheets and sheets of other layers of single or double coated
kaolin or other inorganic materials (whether or not with or
without a binder)

355 48116090 Other paper and board coated, impregnated or covered with wax,
paraffin, stearin, oil or glycerin in rolls or sheets

356 49090010 Printed or pictured postcard
357 49090090 Cards with personal greetings, congratulations, and announcements,

with or without drawings, envelopes or trims
358 50020011 Factory wire
359 50020012 Soil
360 50020013 Double palace silk
361 50020019 Other untwisted silk
362 50020020 Untwisted silk
363 50020090 Untwisted other raw silk
364 50030011 Kneeling, squatting, long vomiting, stagnation
365 50030012 Recycled fiber
366 50030019 Other uncombed waste wire
367 50030091 Waste silk ball
368 50030099 Other waste wire
369 51061000 Carded pure wool yarn for retail sale
370 51062000 Carded and blended wool yarn for retail sale
371 51111111 Cashmere woven fabric with a cashmere content of 85% or more by

weight and not more than 300 grams per square meter
372 51111911 Cashmere woven fabric with a cashmere content of 85% or more and a

weight of more than 300 grams per square meter
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373 51111990 Wool woven fabric with a wool content of 85% or more and more than
300 grams per square meter by weight

374 51123000 Blended with chemical fiber staple fiber
375 52051100 Non-retail carded coarse cotton single yarn
376 52051200 Non-retail carded cotton single yarn
377 52051400 Non-retailed carded finer cotton single yarn
378 52051500 Non-retail combed extra fine cotton single yarn
379 52052100 Non-retail combed coarse cotton single yarn
380 52052200 Non-retail combed cotton single yarn
381 52052300 Non-retail combed fine cotton single yarn
382 52052600 Non-retail combed finer cotton single yarn
383 52052700 Non-retail combed extra fine cotton single yarn
384 52052800 Non-retail combed superfine cotton single yarn
385 52053200 Non-retail carded cotton multi-strand yarn

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

386 52053300 Non-retail carded fine cotton multi-strand yarn
387 52053400 Non-retailed carded finer cotton multi-strand yarn
388 52053500 Non-retail combed extra fine cotton multi-strand yarn
389 52054100 Non-retail combed coarse cotton multi-strand yarn
390 52054200 Non-retail combed cotton multi-strand yarn
391 52054400 Non-retail combed finer cotton multi-strand yarn
392 52054600 Non-retail combed finer cotton multi-strand yarn
393 52054700 Non-retail combed extra fine cotton multi-strand yarn
394 52054800 Non-retail combed ultra-fine cotton multi-strand yarn
395 52081200 Unbleached lighter cotton plain weave
396 52101990 Unbleached lightweight other cotton cloth blended with chemical

fiber
397 55013000 Polyacrylonitrile filament tow
398 55014000 Polypropylene filament tow
399 55019000 Other synthetic fiber filament tow
400 56039190 Other non-woven fabrics of ≤25g per square meter
401 58012200 Cut pile of cotton corduroy
402 59019010 Made canvas
403 59111010 Woven narrow fabric coated with dipped rubber for spindle
404 60032000 Knitted or crocheted fabrics of other cotton width ≤ 30cm
405 60041010 Width > 30cm, elastic yarn ≥ 5% cotton knit, crochet
406 60064200 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics made of dyed rayon
407 65010000 Felt cap and round cap
408 65020000 Knitted or stripped cap blanks
409 65040000 a cap made of strips or strips
410 65069910 Leather cap
411 68022110 Simple cutting and with a flat marble and product
412 68022300 Simple cutting and with a flat granite and products
413 68022990 Simple cutting and other stone and products with a flat surface
414 69072190 Other veneers and paving tiles with water absorption ≤0.5% by

weight
415 69072210 0.5% by weight < water absorption ≤ 10% and its maximum surface

area is limited to the side of the square length <7 cm square
tile, paving brick

416 69072290 Other veneers and paving tiles with 0.5% by weight < water
absorption ≤ 10% by weight

417 69072390 Other veneers and paving tiles with water absorption >10% by
weight

418 69074090 Other facing ceramics
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419 69101000 Porcelain washbasin, bathtub and similar fixed sanitary equipment
420 69109000 Ceramic washbasin, bathtub and similar fixed sanitary equipment
421 69111011 Bone china tableware
422 69111019 Other porcelain tableware
423 69111029 Other porcelain kitchen appliances
424 69119000 Other household or wash porcelain
425 69120010 Ceramic tableware
426 69120090 Ceramic kitchen utensils
427 69131000 Porcelain figurines and other decorative porcelain products
428 69139000 Ceramic statues and other decorative ceramics
429 70131000 Glass-ceramic ware glass for dining table, kitchen, bathroom,

office, interior or similar
430 70132200 Lead crystal glass goblet
431 70132800 Other glass goblets
432 70133300 Other cups made of lead crystal glass
433 70133700 Other glasses
434 70134100 Lead crystal glass dining table, kitchen utensils
435 70134900 Other glass dining tables, kitchen utensils

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

436 70139100 Other lead crystal glassware
437 70139900 Other glassware
438 71011011 Unrated natural black pearl
439 71011019 Other ungraded natural pearls
440 71011091 Other natural black pearls
441 71011099 Other natural pearls
442 71012110 Unrated, unprocessed cultured pearls
443 71012190 Other unprocessed cultured pearls
444 71012210 Ungraded, processed cultured pearls
445 71131911 Diamond-set gold jewellery and parts
446 71131919 Other gold jewelry and parts
447 71131921 Diamond-set platinum jewellery and parts
448 71131929 Other platinum jewellery and parts
449 71141100 Silverware and parts
450 71142000 Gold and silverware made of precious metal based on base metal
451 72021100 Ferromanganese, carbon content >2%
452 72023000 Ferromanganese
453 72024100 Ferrochrome, carbon content >4%
454 72025000 Silicon ferrochrome
455 72027000 Ferromolybdenum
456 72028010 Tungsten iron
457 72028020 Silicon tungsten iron
458 72029100 Titanium iron and titanium ferrotitanium
459 72029300 Iron
460 72029919 Other NdFeB alloys
461 72029991 Other ferroalloys with a total rare earth element content of 10%

or more by weight
462 72061000 Iron and non-alloy steel ingots
463 72071200 Other rectangular section billets, C<0.25%
464 72071900 Other billets with carbon content <0.25%
465 72072000 Steel billet with carbon content ≥0.25%
466 72083600 Other hot rolled coils with thickness >10mm
467 72085310 Hot rolled non-coil with a yield strength greater than 355 Newtons

per square millimeter and 3 mm ≤ thickness <4.75 mm
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468 72141000 Forged iron or non-alloy steel bars, rods
469 72165010 Hot processed steel
470 73061100 Stainless steel welded oil and gas pipeline
471 73194090 Other pins
472 73211100 Gas fuel household stove
473 73218100 Other household appliances that use gaseous fuels or that can use

both gaseous fuels and other fuels
474 73218900 Other non-electric household appliances
475 73221100 Non-electrical hot cast iron central heating radiator and its

parts
476 73231000 Steel velvet; pots and pads, gloves and the like
477 73239100 Non-enamel cast iron dining table, kitchen and other household

appliances and parts thereof
478 73239200 Enameled cast iron dining table, kitchen and other household

appliances and parts thereof
479 73239300 Stainless steel dining table, kitchen or other household

appliances and parts thereof
480 73239490 Other enamel steel table, kitchen and other household appliances

and parts
481 73239900 Other non-enamel steel dining tables, kitchen appliances and other

household appliances and parts
482 73241000 Stainless steel sink and washbasin
483 73242100 Cast iron bathtub
484 73242900 Other steel bathtub
485 74020000 Unrefined copper, copper anode for electrolytic refining
486 74031111 Cathode refined copper with a copper content exceeding 99.9935% by

weight
 

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

487 74031190 Refined copper cathode profile
488 74031200 Refined copper wire ingot
489 74032100 Unwrought copper-zinc alloy (brass)
490 74062020 White copper or German silver flake powder
491 74062090 Other copper alloy flake powder
492 74181090 Other table, kitchen or other household appliances and parts

thereof made of copper
493 74199950 Non-electrical copper household heater and its parts
494 76061251 0.35mm<thickness ≤4mm aluminum alloy and plastic composite

rectangular strip
495 76151090 Other household appliances such as aluminum table and kitchen, and

parts thereof
496 79011190 Uncalcined zinc containing not less than 99.99% zinc and less than

99.995% zinc
497 79012000 Unwrought zinc alloy
498 81072000 Unwrought cadmium, powder
499 81073000 Cadmium waste
500 81082021 Sponge titanium
501 82119100 Bladed fixed knife
502 82119300 Replaceable blade cutter
503 82119400 Blade of the knife listed in heading 8211
504 82119500 Metal shank
505 82130000 Scissors, tailor scissors and similar products, scissors
506 82141000 Paper cutter, letter knife, pencil sharpener and blade
507 82142000 Manicure and pedicure tools (including nail files)
508 82149000 Hair clippers, choppers and other other mouthparts
509 82151000 Kitchen or table set containing at least one precious metal plated
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item
510 82152000 Other kitchen or tableware kits
511 82159100 Other non-kitchen kitchen or tableware with precious metal plating
512 82159900 Other non-kitchen kitchen or tableware
513 83013000 Furniture lock
514 83017000 key
515 83025000 Hat rack, hat hook, bracket and the like
516 83052000 Staples
517 83059000 Office supplies such as letter clips, letter corners, folders,

etc.
518 83061000 Non-electric bells, bells, cymbals and the like
519 83062100 Precious metal-plated sculptures and other decorations
520 83063000 Photo frames, picture frames and similar frames, mirrors
521 84101100 Turbine and water wheel, power ≤1000kW
522 84109010 Turbine and water wheel regulator
523 84109090 Turbine and other parts of the water wheel
524 84148010 Free piston generator for gas turbine
525 84182910 Semiconductor refrigeration household refrigerator
526 84182990 Other household refrigerators
527 84191910 solar water heaters
528 84191990 Other non-electric water heaters
529 84193100 Agricultural product dryer
530 84193910 Micro air flow ceramic blank dryer
531 84194010 Clean tower
532 84194020 Distillation tower
533 84196011 Oxygen production capacity ≥15000 cubic meters / hour oxygen

generator
534 84211210 Centrifugal dryer with a dry weight of ≤10kg
535 84211920 Solid-liquid separator
536 84213910 Household gas filtration and purification machines and devices
537 84221100 Household dishwasher

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

538 84233010 Quantitative packing scale
539 84233020 Quantitative sorting scale
540 84238910 Other land balance
541 84238920 Other track scale
542 84261190 Elevated mobile crane with other fixed brackets
543 84261910 Ship loader
544 84261921 Grab ship unloader
545 84261929 Other ship unloader
546 84261930 Gantry crane
547 84261941 Portal loading bridge
548 84261942 Container loading bridge
549 84261943 Other boom loading bridges
550 84261949 Other loading bridge
551 84261990 Other overhead mobile cranes, etc.
552 84262000 Tower crane
553 84264110 Wheeled crane
554 84264910 Crawler crane
555 84281010 Passenger elevator
556 84283100 Underground continuous cargo or material lifting, conveyor
557 84284000 Escalator and moving walkway
558 84286010 Freight aerial tramway

IL,L;,il 
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559 84286021 Single-line circular passenger aerial tramway
560 84286029 Other passenger aerial ropeway
561 84286090 Traction devices for other cable cars and seat lifts
562 84289010 Turning platform for mine car propulsion, railway locomotive, etc.
563 84289020 Mechanical parking equipment
564 84289031 Stacking and reclaiming machinery
565 84291910 Other bulldozers with power >235.36kW
566 84291990 Other bulldozers with power ≤235.36kW
567 84292010 Road construction machine and grader with power >235.36kW
568 84293010 Scraper with bucket capacity >10 cubic meters
569 84293090 Scraper with bucket capacity ≤10 cubic meters
570 84294011 Vibratory roller with machine weight ≥18 tons
571 84294019 Other motorized roller
572 84294090 Other unlisted tamping machines and road rollers
573 84295211 Wheel excavator
574 84295219 Other excav
575 84295290 Other construction machinery that can rotate 360   degrees
576 84303120 Rock drill
577 84303130 Tunnel boring machine
578 84305020 Mine shovel
579 84306100 Non-self-propelled tamping or compacting machinery
580 84306911 Engineering rig with drill pipe diameter >3m
581 84382000 Machine for producing sweets, cocoa powder, chocolate
582 84384000 Brewing machine
583 84412000 Machine for making bags, bags or envelopes
584 84414000 Molded machine for pulp, paper or cardboard products
585 84431100 Take-up feed offset press
586 84431311 Flat sheet feeding type monochrome offset printing machine
587 84431312 Flat sheet feeding type two-color offset printing machine
588 84431313 Flat sheet feeding type four-color offset printing machine

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

589 84431319 Flat sheet feeding type other offset printing machine
590 84431700 Photogravure printing machine
591 84431929 Other screen printing machines
592 84433110 Electrostatic photosensitive multifunction machine
593 84433213 Inkjet Printers
594 84433911 Direct method electrostatic photographic copying equipment
595 84433912 Indirect method electrostatic photocopying equipment
596 84433921 Photosensitive copying machine with optical system
597 84433922 Contact type photocopying equipment
598 84433924 Sublimation copying equipment
599 84433932 Other independent electrophotographic printers (laser presses)
600 84440040 Chemical fiber deformation machine
601 84454010 Automatic winder
602 84501200 Non-automatic washing machine with centrifugal drying machine

≤10kg
603 84501900 Other washing machines with a drying capacity of ≤10kg
604 84511000 Dry cleaning machine
605 84512100 Dryer with a drying capacity of ≤10kg
606 84514000 Washing, bleaching or dyeing machine
607 84521099 Other household sewing machines
608 84539000 Parts of the machine listed in heading 8453
609 84572000 Single-station combined machine tool for processing metal

11.;:1 
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610 84623110 CNC plate with slitting machine
611 84623120 CNC board with cross shear
612 84623920 Non-CNC plate with cross shear
613 84649012 Engraving machine
614 84721000 Offset copying machine, mimeograph
615 84729010 ATM
616 84729040 Address printer and address nameplate stamping machine
617 84742020 Ball mill crushing and milling machine
618 84748010 Solid mineral roll forming machine
619 84773020 Injection blow molding machine
620 84774010 Plastic hollow molding machine
621 84774020 Plastic calendering machine
622 84791022 Stabilized soil paver
623 84791029 Other pavers
624 84792000 Machine for extracting processed animals or vegetable oils
625 84797100 Airport passenger boarding bridge
626 84798950 Radioactive waste compactor
627 84803000 Positive mode
628 84807110 Capsule mold for vulcanized tires
629 85012000 AC and DC motor with output power exceeding 37.5 watts
630 85013100 DC motor and generator with output power not exceeding 750 watts
631 85042200 Liquid medium transformer with rated capacity exceeding 650 kVA

but not exceeding 10 MVA
632 85042311 Liquid medium transformer with rated capacity exceeding 10 MVA but

less than 220 MVA
633 85042312 Liquid medium transformer with rated capacity of 220 MVA and above

but less than 330 MVA
634 85042313 Liquid medium transformer with rated capacity of 330 MVA and above

but less than 400 MVA
635 85042321 Liquid medium transformer with rated capacity of 400 MVA and above

but less than 500 MVA
636 85051190 Permanent magnets of other metals and articles prepared for

permanent magnets after magnetization
637 85061011 Button alkaline zinc-manganese battery
638 85061012 Cylindrical alkaline zinc-manganese battery
639 85068000 Other primary batteries and primary battery packs

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

640 85069090 Other primary batteries and parts of the primary battery pack
641 85072000 Other lead-acid batteries
642 85081900 Other electric vacuum cleaners
643 85098020 Kitchen waste processor
644 85131090 Other self-powered portable electric lights
645 85158010 Laser welding robot
646 85162920 Radiant space heater
647 85162990 Other electrical space heaters
648 85163200 Other electric hairdressing appliances
649 85163300 Electric hand dryer
650 85164000 Electric iron
651 85167190 Other coffee makers or teapots
652 85167210 Home automatic bread machine
653 85171100 Cordless telephone
654 85171210 Handheld (including car) radiotelephone
655 85171290 Other telephones for cellular or wireless networks
656 85176110 Mobile communication base station

IL..t:il 
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657 85176294 Wireless Headphones
658 85182100 Single speaker
659 85182200 Multi-speaker speaker
660 85183000 Headphones, earphones
661 85193000 Turntable
662 85198112 Cassette tape recorder equipped with a sound reproducing device
663 85198119 Other sound recording or playback devices that use magnetic media
664 85198121 Laser player without recording function
665 85198131 Flash memory type sound recording device equipped with sound

reproducing device
666 85198910 Other players without a recording device (with or without

speakers)
667 85198990 Other sound recording or playback equipment
668 85211011 Tape type broadcast recorder
669 85211019 Tape recorder (except broadcast recorder)
670 85219011 Video high density compact disc (VCD) player
671 85219012 Digital Video Disc (DVD) Player
672 85219019 Other laser disc player
673 85219090 Other video signal recording or playback equipment
674 85229010 Accessories for turntables or record players
675 85229021 Cassette tape recorder or tape player with a transport mechanism

(calibre), whether or not a magnetic head is installed
676 85229029 Other parts and accessories for cassette tape recorders or sound

players
677 85232110 Unrecorded magnetic stripe card
678 85232911 Unrecorded disk
679 85232921 Unrecorded tapes up to 4 mm wide
680 85232922 Unrecorded tapes with a width of more than 4 mm but no more than

6.5 mm
681 85232923 Unrecorded tape with a width greater than 6.5 mm
682 85232929 Other tapes that have been recorded
683 85234100 Unrecorded optical media
684 85234910 Recorded disc only for playing back sound information
685 85235110 Unrecorded flash memory
686 85235910 Unrecorded other semiconductor media
687 85238011 Recorded record
688 85238099 Other recorded media
689 85258033 Non-special purpose home video camcorder
690 85271200 Compact cassette player without external power supply

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

691 85271300 Other recording (discharging) sound mixers that do not require an
external power supply

692 85271900 Other radios that do not require an external power supply
693 85279100 Other recording (playing) sound combination machine
694 85279200 Radio with clock
695 85279900 Other radio broadcast receiving equipment
696 85287190 Monochrome television receiver without display
697 85351000 Fuses for lines with voltages over 1000 volts
698 85352990 Automatic circuit breaker for lines with voltages above 750 kV
699 85353010 Disconnectors and disconnectors for lines with voltages up to 72.5

kV and above but not higher than 220 kV
700 85353020 Disconnectors and disconnectors for lines with voltages above 220

kV but not above 750 kV
701 85372010 Fully enclosed combined high voltage switchgear for lines with

Cl 
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voltages up to 500 kV and above
702 85392290 Incandescent bulbs with a power not exceeding 200 watts and a

rated voltage exceeding 100 volts (except for scientific research
and medical use)

703 85392991 Incandescent bulbs with voltages up to 12 volts
704 85414020 Solar battery
705 85442000 Coaxial cable and other coaxial electrical conductors
706 85444929 Other jointless electrical conductors with a rated voltage

exceeding 80 volts but not exceeding 1000 volts
707 85446012 Cables with a rated voltage exceeding 1000 volts but not exceeding

35 kV
708 86071100 Driving bogie for railway or tramway vehicles
709 86071200 Non-driving bogie for railway or tramway vehicles
710 87021091 Large passenger cars with only diesel or semi-diesel engines (30

seats and above)
711 87021092 Medium-sized passenger cars (20 to 29 seats) with only diesel or

semi-diesel engines
712 87022091 Hybrid electric large passenger car with diesel or semi-diesel

engine (30 seats and above)
713 87022092 Hybrid electric mid-size passenger car with diesel or semi-diesel

engine (20 to 29 seats)
714 87022093 Hybrid electric minibus (10 to 19 seats) with diesel or semi-

diesel engine
715 87023010 Hybrid electric large passenger car with ignited engine (30 seats

and above)
716 87023020 Hybrid electric mid-size passenger car with ignited engine (20 to

29 seats)
717 87023030 Hybrid electric minibus with ignited engine (10 to 19 seats)
718 87024010 Electric large bus (30 seats and above)
719 87024020 Electric medium bus (20 to 29 seats)
720 87024030 Electric minibus (10 to 19 seats)
721 87029010 Other large buses (30 seats and above)
722 87029020 Other medium passenger cars (20 to 29 seats)
723 87029030 Other minibuses (10 to 19 seats)
724 87116000 Electric motorcycle and pedal car
725 87119000 Other motorcycles and pedal cars
726 89069020 Non-motorized ship
727 90031100 Plastic frame
728 90065910 Laser phototypesetting equipment
729 90101099 Automatic developing device and equipment for other film
730 90105021 Other printing equipment for movies
731 90109010 Accessories for photofinishing equipment
732 90221200 X-ray tomograph
733 90222910 Γ-ray nondestructive testing instrument
734 90283011 Single-phase induction watt-hour meter
735 90283012 Three-phase inductive watt-hour meter
736 90283019 Other electricity meter
737 90289090 Parts and accessories for non-industrial meters
738 94015900 Wicker and similar materials
739 94035010 Bedroom with mahogany furniture
740 94038200 Bamboo furniture
741 94038300 Rattan furniture

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

742 94038910 Furniture made of wicker and similar materials
743 95043090 Coin-operated other game supplies
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744 95045019 Other game consoles for use with TV receivers
745 95045091 Other video game controllers and equipment parts and accessories
746 95049010 Other video game consoles
747 96011000 Processed animal teeth and their products
748 96020090 Processed plant or mineral engraving materials and products
749 97040010 Used or unused stamps

The second part (10%)

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

792 87033219 Other vehicles with only diesel or semi-diesel engines,
1.5L<discharge ≤2L

793 87033221 Small car with diesel or semi-diesel engine, 2L<discharge ≤2.5L
794 87033222 Off-road vehicles with only diesel or semi-diesel engines,

2L<discharge ≤2.5L
795 87033223 Passenger cars with only diesel or semi-diesel engines,

2L<discharge ≤2.5L
796 87033229 Other vehicles with only diesel or semi-diesel engines,

2L<discharge ≤2.5L
797 87033311 Small car with diesel or semi-diesel engine, 2.5L<discharge ≤3L
798 87033312 Off-road vehicle with only diesel or semi-diesel engine,

2.5L<discharge ≤3L
799 87033313 Small passenger car with only diesel or semi-diesel engine,

2.5L<discharge ≤3L
800 87033319 Other vehicles with only diesel or semi-diesel engines,

2.5L<discharge ≤3L
801 87033321 Small car with diesel or semi-diesel engine, 3L<discharge ≤4L
802 87033322 Off-road vehicles with only diesel or semi-diesel engines,

3L<discharge ≤4L
803 87033323 Small passenger car with only diesel or semi-diesel engine,

3L<discharge ≤4L
804 87033329 Other vehicles with only diesel or semi-diesel engines,

3L<discharge ≤4L
805 87033361 A car with only diesel or semi-diesel engines, displacement >4L
806 87033362 Off-road vehicles with only diesel or semi-diesel engines,

displacement >4L
807 87033363 Passenger cars with only diesel or semi-diesel engines,

displacement > 4L
808 87033369 Other vehicles with only diesel or semi-diesel engines,

displacement > 4L
809 87034011 Hybrid electric car with ignition engine (non-plugged),

displacement ≤1L
810 87034012 Hybrid electric off-road vehicle with ignited engine (non-

plugged), displacement ≤1L
811 87034013 Hybrid electric passenger car with ignited engine (non-plugged),

displacement ≤ 1L
812 87034019 Other hybrid electric vehicles with ignited engines (non-plugged),

displacement ≤ 1L
813 87034021 Hybrid electric car with ignition engine (non-plugged),

1L<discharge ≤1.5L
814 87034022 Hybrid electric off-road vehicle with ignited engine (non-

plugged), 1L<discharge ≤1.5L
815 87034023 Hybrid electric passenger car with ignition engine (non-plugged),

1L<discharge ≤1.5L
816 87034029 Other hybrid electric vehicles with ignited engines (non-plugged),

1L<discharge ≤1.5L
817 87034031 Hybrid electric car with ignition engine (non-plugged),

1.5L<discharge ≤2L
818 87034032 Hybrid electric off-road vehicle with ignited engine (non-
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plugged), 1.5L<discharge ≤2L
819 87034033 Hybrid electric passenger car with ignition engine (non-plugged),

1.5L<discharge ≤2L
820 87034039 Other hybrid electric vehicles with ignited engines (non-plugged),

1.5L<discharge ≤2L
821 87034041 Hybrid electric car with ignition engine (non-plugged),

2L<discharge ≤2.5L
822 87034042 Hybrid electric off-road vehicle with ignited engine (non-

plugged), 2L<discharge ≤2.5L
823 87034043 Hybrid electric passenger car with ignition engine (non-plugged),

2L<discharge ≤2.5L
824 87034049 Other hybrid electric vehicles with ignited engines (non-plugged),

2L<discharge ≤2.5L
825 87034051 Hybrid electric car with ignition engine (non-plugged),

2.5L<discharge ≤3L
826 87034052 Hybrid electric off-road vehicle with ignited engine (non-

plugged), 2.5L<discharge ≤3L
827 87034053 Hybrid electric passenger car with ignition engine (non-plugged),

2.5L<discharge ≤3L
828 87034059 Other hybrid electric vehicles with ignited engines (non-plugged),

2.5L<discharge ≤3L
829 87034061 Hybrid electric car with ignition engine (non-plugged),

3L<discharge ≤4L
830 87034062 Hybrid electric off-road vehicle with ignited engine (non-

plugged), 3L<discharge ≤4L
831 87034063 Hybrid electric minibus with ignition engine (non-plugged),

3L<discharge ≤4L
832 87034069 Other hybrid electric vehicles with ignited engines (non-plugged),

3L<discharge ≤4L
833 87034071 Hybrid electric car with ignition engine (non-plugged),

displacement >4L
834 87034072 Hybrid electric off-road vehicle with ignited engine (non-

plugged), displacement > 4L
835 87034073 Hybrid electric passenger car with ignition engine (non-plugged),

displacement > 4L
836 87034079 Other hybrid electric vehicles with ignited engines (non-plugged),

displacement > 4L
837 87034090 Other hybrid electric vehicles with ignition engines (non-plugged)
838 87035011 Hybrid electric car with compression ignition engine (non-

plugged), displacement ≤1L
839 87035019 Other hybrid electric vehicles equipped with compression ignition

engines (non-plugged), displacement ≤ 1L
840 87035021 Hybrid electric car with compression ignition engine (non-

plugged), 1L<discharge ≤1.5L
841 87035022 Hybrid electric off-road vehicle with non-compressed engine (non-

plugged), 1L<discharge ≤1.5L
842 87035023 Hybrid electric passenger car equipped with compression ignition

engine (non-plugged), 1L<discharge ≤1.5L

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

843 87035029 Other hybrid electric vehicles equipped with compression ignition
engines (non-plugged), 1L<discharge ≤1.5L

844 87035031 Hybrid electric car with compression ignition engine (non-
plugged), 1.5L<discharge ≤2L

845 87035032 Hybrid electric off-road vehicle with non-compressed engine (non-
plugged), 1.5L<discharge ≤2L

846 87035033 Hybrid electric passenger car equipped with compression ignition
engine (non-plugged), 1.5L<discharge ≤2L

847 87035039 Other hybrid electric vehicles equipped with compression ignition
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engines (non-plugged), 1.5L<discharge ≤2L
848 87035041 Hybrid electric car with compression ignition engine (non-

plugged), 2L<discharge ≤2.5L
849 87035042 Hybrid electric off-road vehicle with non-compressed engine (non-

plugged), 2L<discharge ≤2.5L
850 87035043 Hybrid electric passenger car equipped with compression ignition

engine (non-plugged), 2L<discharge ≤2.5L
851 87035049 Other hybrid electric vehicles equipped with compression ignition

engines (non-plugged), 2L<discharge ≤2.5L
852 87035051 Hybrid electric car with compression ignition engine (non-

plugged), 2.5L<discharge ≤3L
853 87035052 Hybrid electric off-road vehicle with non-compressed engine (non-

plugged), 2.5L<discharge ≤3L
854 87035053 Hybrid electric passenger car with non-compressed engine (non-

plugged), 2.5L<discharge ≤3L
855 87035059 Other hybrid electric vehicles equipped with compression ignition

engines (non-plugged), 2.5L<discharge ≤3L
856 87035061 Hybrid electric car with compression ignition engine (non-

plugged), 3L<discharge ≤4L
857 87035062 Hybrid electric off-road vehicle with non-compressed engine (non-

plugged), 3L<discharge ≤4L
858 87035063 Hybrid electric passenger car equipped with compression ignition

engine (non-plugged), 3L<discharge ≤4L
859 87035069 Other hybrid electric vehicles equipped with compression ignition

engines (non-plugged), 3L<discharge ≤4L
860 87035071 Hybrid electric car with compression ignition engine (non-

plugged), displacement >4L
861 87035072 Hybrid electric off-road vehicle with non-compressed engine (non-

plugged), displacement > 4L
862 87035073 Hybrid electric passenger car with non-compressed engine (non-

plugged), displacement > 4L
863 87035079 Other hybrid electric vehicles with non-compressed engines (non-

plugged), displacement > 4L
864 87035090 Other hybrid electric vehicles with compression ignition engines

(non-plugged)
865 87036000 Hybrid electric vehicle with ignition engine (pluggable)
866 87037000 Hybrid electric vehicle with a compression ignition engine

(pluggable)
867 87038000 Pure electric vehicle
868 87039000 Other vehicles
869 87041030 Off-highway electric wheel freight dump truck
870 87041090 Other off-highway freight dump trucks
871 87042100 Trucks with diesel or semi-diesel engines, weighing ≤ 5 tons
872 87042230 Truck with diesel or semi-diesel engine, 5 tons <car weight <14

tons
873 87042240 Trucks equipped with diesel or semi-diesel engines, 14 tons ≤

vehicle weight ≤ 20 tons
874 87042300 Trucks with diesel or semi-diesel engines, weighing >20 tons
875 87043100 A truck with a ignited engine, weighing ≤ 5 tons
876 87043230 Truck with ignition engine, 5 tons <car weight ≤ 8 tons
877 87043240 A truck with a ignited engine, weighing >8 tons
878 87049000 Other trucks
879 87089921 Large passenger car frame
880 87089929 Other parts and accessories for large passenger cars
881 87089941 Frame for diesel and gasoline light trucks
882 87089949 Other parts and accessories for diesel and petrol light trucks
883 87111000 Motorcycle and pedal car, cylinder capacity ≤ 50 ml
884 87112010 Motorcycle and pedal car, 50 ml <cylinder capacity ≤ 100 ml
885 87112020 Motorcycle and pedal car, 100 ml <cylinder capacity ≤ 125 ml
886 87112030 Motorcycle and pedal car, 125 ml <cylinder capacity ≤ 150 ml
887 87112040 Motorcycle and pedal car, 150 ml <cylinder capacity ≤ 200 ml
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888 87112050 Motorcycle and pedal car, 200 ml <cylinder capacity ≤ 250 ml
889 87113010 Motorcycle and pedal car, 250 ml <cylinder capacity ≤ 400 ml
890 87113020 Motorcycle and pedal car, 400 ml <cylinder capacity ≤ 500 ml
891 87163110 Tank trailer and semi-trailer
892 90013000 Contact lens
893 90015010 Non-glass material color lens

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

894 90049010 Color mirror
895 90065290 Use other cameras with a film width of less than 35 mm
896 90142010 Autopilot
897 90148000 Other navigation instruments and devices
898 90181930 Patient monitor
899 90181949 Other hearing diagnostic devices
900 90189030 Endoscope
901 90229010 X-ray image intensifier
902 90303900 Other instruments and devices for detecting voltage, current,

resistance or power, with recording device
903 90318020 Coordinate measuring instrument
904 90318031 Ultrasonic flaw detector
905 90318032 Magnetic particle flaw detector
906 90318033 Eddy current flaw detector
907 96190019 Adult diapers and diapers
908 97011019 Hand-painted oil paintings, pastels and other paintings other than

Thangka
909 97011020 Hand-painted reproductions of oil paintings, pastels and other

paintings
910 97019000 Collage and similar decorative panels
911 97030000 Original sculptures made of various materials
912 97060000 Antiquities over one hundred years

Part III (5%)

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

944 23024000 Residues of other grains such as alfalfa, bran, etc., whether or
not made into pellets

945 23032000 Beet pulp, bagasse and other residues in the sugar process
946 23033000 Dross and residue during brewing and distillation
947 24012010 Some or all of the flue-cured tobacco
948 24021000 Tobacco cigar
949 24022000 Tobacco made from tobacco
950 24029000 Cigars and cigarettes made from tobacco substitutes
951 26131000 Calcined molybdenum ore and its concentrate
952 26139000 Other molybdenum ore and its concentrate
953 27131110 Uncalcined petroleum coke with a sulfur content of less than 3%
954 27131290 Other calcined petroleum coke
955 28013010 fluorine
956 28047010 Yellow phosphorus (white phosphorus)
957 28053011 neodymium
958 28053013 terbium
959 28053016 praseodymium
960 28053021 Rare earth metals, lanthanum and cerium that have been mixed or
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fused to each other, battery grade
961 28054000 HG
962 28062000 Chlorosulfonic acid
963 28111200 Hydrogen cyanide
964 28111920 Hydrogen selenide
965 28121100 Carbonyl dichloride (phosgene)
966 28121300 Phosphorus trichloride
967 28121400 Phosphopentate
968 28121500 Sulfur monochloride (sulfur chloride)
969 28121600 Sulfur dichloride
970 28121700 Thionyl chloride
971 28131000 Carbon disulfide
972 28191000 Chromium trioxide
973 28220010 Cobalt tetraoxide
974 28241000 Lead oxide (lead yellow, yellow dan)
975 28249010 Lead and lead orange
976 28252090 Lithium oxide
977 28254000 Nickel oxides and hydroxides
978 28259011 Tungstic acid
979 28259019 Other tungsten oxides and hydroxides
980 28259029 Other antimony oxides and hydroxides
981 28259039 Other tin oxides and hydroxides
982 28259041 Niobium monoxide
983 28259049 Other antimony oxides and hydroxides
984 28261290 Other aluminum fluoride
985 28261910 Ammonium fluoride
986 28263000 Sodium hexafluoroaluminate (artificial cryolite)
987 28281000 Commercial hypochlorite and other calcium hypochlorite
988 28291910 Potassium chlorate
989 28291990 Other chlorate
990 28309020 Barium sulfide
991 28311020 Sodium hyposulfite
992 28319000 Other dithionite and hyposulfite
993 28333010 Potassium aluminum
994 28352510 Feed grade calcium orthophosphate (dicalcium phosphate)
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995 28369930 Cobalt carbonate
996 28369950 Zirconium carbonate
997 28371110 Sodium cyanide
998 28371120 Sodium oxycyanide
999 28429060 Lithium nickel cobalt aluminum oxide
1000 28461030 Barium carbonate
1001 28469013 Yttrium oxide
1002 28469014 Yttrium oxide
1003 28469015 Yttrium oxide
1004 28469016 Yttrium oxide
1005 28469022 Barium chloride
1006 28469024 Barium chloride
1007 28469025 Barium chloride
1008 28469028 Mixed rare earth chloride
1009 28469031 Barium fluoride
1010 28469032 Barium fluoride
1011 28469033 Barium fluoride
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1012 28469034 Barium fluoride
1013 28469035 Barium fluoride
1014 28469036 Barium fluoride
1015 28469039 Other fluorided rare earth
1016 28469041 Barium carbonate
1017 28469042 Barium carbonate
1018 28469043 Barium carbonate
1019 28469044 Barium carbonate
1020 28469045 Barium carbonate
1021 28469046 Barium carbonate
1022 28469049 Unmixed rare earth carbonate
1023 28469094 Other compounds of bismuth
1024 28469095 Other compounds of bismuth
1025 30031011 Mixed drug containing ampicillin, undefined dose
1026 30031012 Mixed drug containing amoxicillin, undefined dose
1027 30031013 Mixed drug containing penicillin V, undefined dose
1028 30031019 Mixed drug containing other penicillin and penicillin derivatives,

undefined dose
1029 30031090 Mixed drug containing streptomycin, unset dose
1030 30032011 Mixed drug containing cefotaxime, undefined dose
1031 30032012 Mixed drug containing ceftazidime, unset dose
1032 30032013 Mixed drug containing cefoxitin, undefined dose
1033 30032014 Mixed drug containing ceftezole, unset dose
1034 30032015 Mixed drug containing cefaclor, unset dose
1035 30032016 Mixed drug containing cefuroxime, undefined dose
1036 30032017 Mixed drug containing ceftriaxone (ceftizoxone), undefined dose
1037 30032018 Mixed drug containing cefoperazone, undefined dose
1038 30032019 Mixed drug containing other cephalosporins, undefined dose
1039 30041011 Ampicillin drug
1040 30041013 Penicillin V drug
1041 30041019 Other penicillin drugs
1042 30042011 Cefotaxime
1043 30042012 Ceftazidime
1044 30042014 Ceftezole drug
1045 30042015 Cefaclor drug

Serial
number

Tariff
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1

Product
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2

1046 30042016 Cefuroxime
1047 30042017 Ceftriaxone (ceftizoxone) drug
1048 30042018 Cefoperazone

1049 30061000 Sterile surgical gut; sterile kelp, sterile adhesive tape, sterile
absorbent hemostatic material, surgical or dental sterile anti-
adhesive barrier material and similar sterile materials

1050 32121000 Embossing foil
1051 32139000 Non-set pigment
1052 34013000 Surface active products for cleansing
1053 35052000 Glue based on starch, dextrin or other modified starch
1054 36061000 Liquid or liquefied gas fuel for perfusion of a lighter or the

like
1055 36069011 Sliced   pyrophoric alloy
1056 36069019 Uncut forming pyrophoric alloy
1057 36069090 Other flammable materials
1058 39044000 Other vinyl chloride copolymer in primary shape
1059 39053000 Primary shape polyvinyl alcohol

~ 
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1060 39074000 Primary shape polycarbonate
1061 39077000 Polylactic acid
1062 39081011 Polyamide-6,6 slices
1063 39089010 Aromatic polyamide and its copolymer
1064 39089020 Semi-aromatic polyamide and its copolymer
1065 39252000 Plastic doors, windows and their frames, thresholds
1066 39259000 Other unlisted plastic products for construction
1067 41015011 Retrograde treated leather with a weight of >16 kg
1068 41015019 Whole raw cowhide weighing >16 kg without back-twisting
1069 41019011 Other reversed raw cowhide
1070 41041920 Other wet equine skin
1071 42060000 Gut, intestinal membrane, bladder or tendon products
1072 44081011 Veneer veneer veneer made of multi-layer board such as plywood

with a thickness of not more than 6 mm
1073 44083111 Veneer of wooden veneer with a thickness of not more than 6 mm

1074 44083911 Other non-red willow wood wood veneer veneers made of multi-layer
boards such as plywood, whether flattened or sanded
, splicing or end jointing, thickness not exceeding 6 mm

1075 44091010 Any of the sides, ends or faces of a continuous shape of a
softwood floor strip (block), regardless of whether any side or
face is planed, sanded or end joined

1076 44091090 Any other side, end or face made of continuous shape of softwood
wood (including unfilled parquet floor slats)
And edge plate), regardless of whether any side or face is planed,
sanded or end joined

1077 44109011 Wheat straw straw scraper
1078 44109090 Other wood materials are formulated into particle board (OSB) and

similar boards (such as waffle board)
1079 44111291 Other medium-density wood fibre boards of not more than 5 mm in

thickness, not machined or covered
1080 44111391 Other medium density wood fibreboards with a thickness of more

than 5 mm but not exceeding 9 mm, not machined or covered
1081 44111491 Other medium density wood fibreboards with a thickness of more

than 9 mm, not machined or covered
1082 44119421 Other wood fiberboards, density not exceeding 0.35 grams per cubic

centimeter, not machined or covered
1083 44121020 At least one surface layer is non-coniferous, other bamboo

plywood, veneer veneers and similar multilayer boards
1084 44121091 At least one surface is tropical wood, other bamboo plywood,

veneer veneers and similar multi-layer boards
1085 44121092 At least one surface layer is wood particle board, other bamboo

plywood, veneer veneer and similar multilayer board
1086 44129491 At least one of the surface layers is tropical wood, other wood

core plywood, side slat core plywood and slat core plywood
1087 44129492 Wood core plywood with at least one layer of wood particle board,

side slat core plywood and slat core plywood
1088 44129991 At least one layer of other wood-based multi-layer boards of

tropical wood
1089 44129992 Other wooden multi-layer boards containing at least one layer of

wood particle board
1090 44152010 Radiant pine wood pallets, box pallets and other pallets for

loading or loosening
1091 44160010 Radiant loose barrels, buckets, pots and other wooden hoops and

their parts including barrel boards
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1092 44170010 Radiated loose tools, tool holders, tool handles, brooms and
brushes for the body and handle; radiated loose shoes and hoes

1093 44185000 Shingles and wooden roof panels
1094 45011000 Unprocessed or simply processed natural cork
1095 46012200 Rattan mats, mats and curtains
1096 46012911 Mats, mats and curtains made of rushes
1097 46012919 Other straw mats, mats and curtains
1098 46012921 Curtain
1099 46012929 Reed mats and mats
1100 46012990 Mats, mats and curtains made of other plant materials
1101 46019210 Bamboo strips and similar products
1102 46019290 Other braided material products made of bamboo
1103 46019310 Rattan strips and similar products
1104 46019390 Rattan other knitted material products
1105 46019411 Straw made of straw
1106 46019419 Other knitted material products made of straw
1107 46019491 Purlins and similar products made of other plant materials
1108 46019499 Other knitted products made of other plant materials
1109 46019910 Other purlins and similar products made of non-plant-knotted

materials
1110 46021100 Bamboo baskets and other products
1111 46021200 Baskets and other products made from rattan
1112 46021920 Baskets and other products made from corn husk
1113 46021930 Wicker baskets and other products
1114 48021010 Rice paper
1115 48024000 Wallpaper base paper
1116 48111000 Rolled or formed into rectangular tar paper and cardboard, asphalt

paper and cardboard
1117 48114900 Other adhesive paper in rolls or sheets

1118 48115191 Paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and cellulosic fiber webs
weighing more than 150 grams per square meter of bleached or
rolled

1119 50071010 Unbleached or bleached filament woven fabric
1120 50071090 Other filament woven fabric
1121 50072021 Unbleached or bleached tussah silk ≥85% woven fabric
1122 50072029 Other tussah silk ≥85% woven fabric
1123 50072031 Unbleached or bleached silk ≥85% woven fabric
1124 52010000 Uncombed cotton
1125 52021000 Waste cotton yarn
1126 52081300 Unbleached lightweight cotton three- or four-line twill
1127 52082100 Bleached lightweight cotton plain weave
1128 52082300 Bleached lightweight cotton three- or four-line twill
1129 52083300 Dyed lightweight cotton three- or four-line twill
1130 52084100 Yarn-dyed lightweight cotton jersey
1131 52085910 Printed lightweight cotton three- or four-line twill
1132 52095200 Printed heavy cotton three or four-line twill
1133 52101910 Chemical fiber blended unbleached lightweight 3 and 4 thread twill
1134 52102100 Lightweight jersey with chemical fiber blended bleach
1135 52102910 Lightweight three-wire or diagonal twill cotton blended with

chemical fiber blend
1136 52102990 Lightweight other cotton cloth blended with chemical fiber
1137 52105910 Lightweight three- or four-line twill cotton for chemical fiber

blend printing
1138 52111900 Blended with chemical fiber, unbleached heavy other cotton cloth
1139 52121100 Unbleached other blended lightweight cotton
1140 53091120 Bleached full linen woven fabric
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1141 53092120 Bleached blended linen woven fabric
1142 53101000 Unbleached jute or other bast fiber fabrics of heading 5303
1143 53109000 Other jute woven fabrics or other bast fiber fabrics of heading

5303
1144 53110012 Unbleached full ramie fabric
1145 53110013 Other full ramie fabric
1146 53110014 Unbleached blended ramie fabric
1147 53110015 Other blended ramie woven fabric
1148 53110020 Paper yarn woven fabric
1149 53110030 Marijuana woven fabric
1150 53110090 Other textile plant fiber woven fabric
1151 54021120 Non-retail poly(p-phenylene terephthalamide) filament high-

strength yarn
1152 54023211 Non-retail polyamide-6 spun coarse elastic yarn
1153 54023290 Other coarse nylon textured yarns other than retail
1154 54024520 Other single yarns spun from polyamide-6,6, untwisted or twisted,

not exceeding 50 rpm
1155 54024600 Other partially oriented polyester yarns, untwisted or twisted,

not exceeding 50 turns per meter
1156 54024910 Polyethylene yarns with a breaking strength of 22 cN/dtex or more

and an initial modulus of 750 cN/dtex or more, without twisting
or twisting, not exceeding 50 rpm

1157 54082120 Unbleached or bleached woven fabric made of cellulose acetate
1158 54082220 Pure acetic acid filament dyeing woven fabric
1159 54082320 Pure acetic acid filament yarn looms
1160 54082410 Pure viscose filament printing woven fabric
1161 54082420 Pure acetic acid filament printing woven fabric
1162 54082490 Pure other artificial filament printing woven fabric
1163 54083100 Unbleached or bleached rayon filament blended fabric
1164 55051000 Synthetic fiber waste
1165 55061012 Combed polyparaphenylene terephthalamide staple fiber
1166 55132310 Lightweight polyester twill with cotton blended dyed
1167 55133910 Lightweight polyester twill with cotton blended yarn
1168 55133920 Other lightweight polyester fabrics blended with cotton
1169 55133990 Lightweight synthetic fabric with cotton blended yarn
1170 55134100 Lightweight polyester jersey with cotton blended print
1171 55134910 Lightweight polyester twill with cotton blended print
1172 55134920 Other lightweight polyester fabrics mixed with cotton
1173 55134990 Lightweight synthetic fabric with cotton blended print
1174 55143020 Heavy polyester twill with cotton blended yarn
1175 55144200 Heavy polyester twill with cotton blended print
1176 55144900 Heavy synthetic fabric with cotton blended print
1177 55152200 Acrylic fabric blended with wool
1178 55162400 Printed rayon fabric blended with chemical fiber filaments
1179 55163100 Unbleached or bleached rayon fabric blended with wool
1180 55163200 Dyed rayon fabric blended with wool
1181 55163400 Printed rayon fabric blended with wool
1182 55164400 Printed rayon fabric blended with cotton
1183 55169100 Blended with other fibers, unbleached or bleached rayon cloth
1184 56012210 Cigarette filter made of chemical fiber
1185 56081100 Fishing net made of chemical fiber material
1186 57031000 Tufted carpet and other tufted flooring products
1187 57032000 Polyamide tufted carpets such as nylon and other tufted flooring

products
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1188 57039000 Other textile material tufted carpets and other tufted flooring
products

1189 57050020 Other carpets and other flooring products made of chemical fiber
1190 58012100 Non-cut cotton woven fabric

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short
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2

1191 58012300 Other cotton woven fabric
1192 58021100 Unbleached cotton towel fabric and similar terry woven fabric
1193 58021900 Other cotton terry fabrics and similar terry woven fabrics
1194 58022010 Silk and silk terry fabrics and similar terry woven fabrics
1195 58022020 Towels such as wool and similar terry woven fabrics
1196 58022090 Other textile materials, terry fabrics and similar terry fabrics
1197 58023010 Silk and silk tufted fabric
1198 58023020 Wool or animal fine tufted fabric
1199 58023030 Cotton or hemp tufted fabric
1200 58023090 Tufted fabrics of other textile materials
1201 58030010 Cotton leno
1202 58030020 Silk and silk yarn
1203 58030030 Chemical fiber leno
1204 58041010 Silk and crepe mesh gauze and other mesh fabrics
1205 58042910 Silk and silk thread lace
1206 58042990 Other textile material mechanism lace
1207 58043000 Handmade lace
1208 58050010 Hand stitch embroidered inlay decorative blanket
1209 58050090 Hand-woven decorative blankets such as "Gao Bailin"
1210 58063920 Wool other narrow woven fabric
1211 58064010 Cotton or hemp bonded warp yarn weft-free narrow fabric
1212 58090010 Mixed metal wire cloth with cotton and metal yarn cloth
1213 58109100 Embroidery made of cotton
1214 58110010 Silk and silk quilted quilted textile
1215 58110020 Wool or animal fine quilted quilted textile
1216 58110090 Quilted textiles made of other textile materials
1217 59019092 Chemical fiber tracing cloth, hard lining in cap, etc.
1218 59022000 Cord fabric made of polyester high-strength yarn
1219 59041000 Lenolen (linoleum)
1220 59049000 Fabric-coated floor coverings
1221 60012900 Knitted or crocheted terry fleece of other materials
1222 60024010 Width ≤ 30cm, elastic yarn ≥ 5% cotton knit, crochet
1223 60024020 Knitting and crocheting fabrics with width ≤ 30cm, elastic yarn ≥

5% silk and silk
1224 60024030 ≤30cm wide, elastic yarn ≥5% synthetic fiber knitted, crocheted

fabric
1225 60024040 ≤30cm wide, elastic yarn ≥5% knitted fabric, crocheted fabric
1226 60024090 ≤ 30cm wide, elastic yarn ≥ 5% other textile materials, knitted,

crocheted
1227 60029020 Knitting and crocheting of silk and silk with width ≤ 30cm
1228 60031000 Knitted or crocheted fabrics of wool or animal fines, ≤ 30 cm wide
1229 60034000 Knitted and crocheted fabrics made of man-made fibers ≤ 30 cm wide
1230 60041020 Knitted, crocheted fabric with width > 30cm, elastic yarn ≥ 5%

silk and silk
1231 60049020 Knitting and crocheting of silk and silk with a width of >30cm
1232 60052100 Other warp knitted fabrics, unbleached or bleached
1233 60052200 Other warp knitted fabrics
1234 60052300 Other warp knit fabrics
1235 60052400 Other warp knit fabrics
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1236 60053900 Other warp knitted fabrics made of other synthetic fibers
1237 60054100 Other warp knitted fabrics made of unbleached or bleached man-made

fibres
1238 60054400 Other warp knitted fabrics
1239 60059010 Other warp knit fabrics made of wool or fine animal hair
1240 60064100 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics of unbleached or bleached man-

made fibres
1241 60064400 Other knitted and crocheted fabrics made of printed man-made

fibres

Serial
number
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short
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1242 61159400 Wool knitted or crocheted socks and other hosiery
1243 61169200 Other knitted or crocheted gloves in cotton
1244 62101090 Felt or non-woven garments of other textile materials
1245 63011000 Electric blanket
1246 63022920 Hemp printed bed fabric products
1247 63023929 Other linen products for linen
1248 63031931 Cotton knitted curtains
1249 63031991 Knitted curtains made of other textile materials
1250 63049390 Other non-knitted, non-crocheted decorative products made of

synthetic fiber
1251 63049929 Hemp other non-knitted, non-crocheted decorative items
1252 63049990 Non-knitted non-crocheted decorative articles made of other

textile materials
1253 63061910 Hemp oil crepe, canopy and awning
1254 63061990 Other textile materials, oil crepe, canopy and awning
1255 63063010 Synthetic sail
1256 63064090 Inflatable mattress made of other textile materials
1257 63072000 Life jacket, seat belt
1258 63090000 Old clothes
1259 64034000 Other leather boots with metal heads
1260 64069099 Other shoe parts
1261 65050091 Finished felt hat
1262 65069100 Rubber or plastic caps
1263 65069920 Fur cap
1264 65070000 Cap accessories
1265 67010000 Processed feathers, down and products
1266 67021000 Plastic flowers, leaves, fruits and products
1267 67029010 Feathers, leaves, fruits and their products
1268 67042000 Human hair wig
1269 68021010 Marble bricks, tiles, squares and the like
1270 68021090 Other stone bricks, blocks and similar products
1271 68022120 Simple cutting and with a flat travertine and products
1272 68022190 Simple cutting and with a flat wax stone and products
1273 68022910 Simple cutting and other flat limestones and products
1274 68029110 Marble, travertine and wax stone carvings
1275 68029210 Other limestone stone carvings
1276 68029311 Granite stone tombstone
1277 68029319 Other granite stone carvings
1278 68029910 Stone carving made of other stone
1279 68029990 Other processed stone and products
1280 68030010 Processed slate and slate products
1281 68030090 Sticky slate products
1282 68109110 Reinforced concrete and prestressed concrete pipes, rods, plates,

piles, etc.
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1283 68152000 Peat products
1284 69072310 Water absorption by weight >10% and its maximum surface area is

limited to the square of the side length <7 cm square tile, paving
brick

1285 69073010 The maximum surface area is inlaid with bricks (mosaic) and
similar products that can be placed in squares with a side length
of <7 cm.

1286 69073090 Other mosaic tiles (mosaic) and similar products
1287 69074010 The maximum surface area is a veneer ceramic that can be placed in

a square with a side length of <7 cm.
1288 69099000 Ceramic containers for agriculture, transportation or storage
1289 69111021 Porcelain kitchen knives
1290 69141000 Other porcelain products
1291 70151090 Other lens blanks for vision correction glasses

Serial
number
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1292 70159020 Flat light color lens blank
1293 70189000 Glass false eye; glass figurine and glass jewelry made by lamp

method
1294 71012290 Other processed cultured pearls
1295 71039910 Other processed jade
1296 71039930 Tourmaline
1297 71039940 Nephrite
1298 71042010 Unprocessed synthetic or remanufactured diamonds
1299 71051020 Synthetic diamond powder
1300 71131110 Silver jewelry with diamonds and parts
1301 71159090 Expensive or precious metal products for other purposes
1302 71179000 Imitation jewellery
1303 72029999 Other ferroalloys
1304 72101100 Tinned iron or non-alloy steel thick and wide flat rolled material
1305 72261100 Oriented silicon steel narrow plate
1306 73151110 Bicycle roller chain
1307 73151120 Motorcycle roller chain
1308 73211210 Kerosene furnace
1309 73211290 Other household stoves using liquid fuel
1310 73211900 Other cooking utensils and heating plates
1311 73218200 Other household appliances using liquid fuel
1312 73229000 Non-electrical steel air heaters, heating distributors and parts
1313 73239410 Steel enamel basin
1314 73239420 Steel enamel pot
1315 73249000 Other steel sanitary ware and parts
1316 73259100 Grinding balls for malleable cast iron and cast steel grinders
1317 74061090 Other copper alloy non-flaky powder
1318 74181010 Copper pot, scrub block, gloves and similar products
1319 74181020 Copper non-electrical household cooking and heating appliances
1320 74199190 Non-industrial cast, molded, stamped copper products
1321 75040020 Alloy nickel powder and flake powder
1322 76020000 Aluminum waste
1323 76061191 Aluminum alloy rectangular aluminum strip with

0.28mm≤thickness≤0.35mm
1324 76151010 Aluminum pans and pads, gloves and similar products for scrubbing
1325 81099000 Forged zirconium and zirconium products
1326 82122000 Safety razor blade
1327 83051000 Binder or attachment to the folder
1328 83062910 Jing Tailan sculptures and other decorations
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1329 84021190 45 tons / hour < evaporation amount < 900 tons / hour of power
generation boiler

1330 84039000 Parts for central heating hot water boiler
1331 84041020 Central heating boiler auxiliary equipment
1332 84068200 Steam turbine with output power ≤40MW
1333 84072100 Marine outboard ignition engine
1334 84101200 Turbine and water wheel, 1000kW<power ≤10000kW
1335 84101310 Impact turbine and water wheel, power >30000kW
1336 84101320 Cross-flow turbine and water wheel, power > 35000kW
1337 84101330 Pump-type turbine and water wheel, power >200,000kW
1338 84112100 Turboprop engine with power ≤1100kW
1339 84118100 Other gas turbines with power ≤5000kW
1340 84118200 Other gas turbines with power >5000kW
1341 84122990 Other hydraulic power units
1342 84123900 Other pneumatic power units
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1343 84128000 Other engines and power units
1344 84131900 Other pumps with or with metering devices
1345 84135031 Reciprocating plunger pump
1346 84136040 Screw rotary pump
1347 84137010 Speed   ≥ 10000 rpm / separation heart pump
1348 84137099 Other centrifugal pumps
1349 84139100 Liquid pump parts
1350 84143014 Air conditioner compressor with power > 5kW
1351 84148040 Air and other gas compressors
1352 84149019 Other compressor parts for refrigeration equipment
1353 84183029 Refrigeration temperature >-40 ° C, volume ≤ 500L cabinet freezer
1354 84184021 Refrigeration temperature >-40 ° C, volume 500-900L vertical

freezer
1355 84184029 Refrigeration temperature >-40 ° C, volume ≤ 500L vertical

freezer
1356 84186990 Other refrigeration equipment
1357 84191100 Gas fast water heater
1358 84223021 Cement automatic filling machine
1359 84264990 Other self-propelled cranes without rubber wheels
1360 84269100 Other cranes for road vehicles
1361 84304122 Drilling depth <6000 m crawler type self-propelled drilling rig
1362 84335920 Cotton picking machine
1363 84371010 Optical color difference grain particle sorting machine (color

sorting machine)
1364 84431200 Office sheet feed offset printing machine
1365 84440020 Synthetic short-staple spinning machine
1366 84440030 Man-made fiber spinning machine
1367 84451111 Cotton fiber carding machine
1368 84451112 Cotton fiber automatic cotton picker
1369 84451113 Cotton fiber carding machine
1370 84451119 Other cotton fiber carding machine
1371 84451210 Cotton textile fiber combing machine
1372 84451290 Other textile fiber combing machines
1373 84451310 Stretching machine
1374 84451329 Other roving frames
1375 84452031 Rotor spinning machine
1376 84452041 Cotton ring spinning machine
1377 84452090 Other spinning machines
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1378 84459010 Warping machine
1379 84462110 Woven power carpet loom with width >30cm
1380 84462190 Other woven power loom with width >30cm
1381 84462900 Woven non-power loom with width >30cm
1382 84529011 Household sewing machine
1383 84529091 Other sewing machine hooks
1384 84538000 Fur and other leather making or repairing machines
1385 84552130 Wire rod mill
1386 84593900 Other boring and milling machines for cutting metals
1387 84595100 Cutting metal lifting and lowering CNC milling machine
1388 84596910 Non-CNC gantry milling machine for cutting metal
1389 84601290 Other CNC surface grinders
1390 84602390 Other CNC cylindrical grinding machines
1391 84602490 Other CNC grinding machines
1392 84602912 Other high precision internal grinding machines
1393 84612010 Shaper

Serial
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1394 84612020 slotting machine
1395 84619011 Planer
1396 84619019 Other planer
1397 84623910 Non-CNC plate with slitting machine
1398 84631019 Other cold pipe drawing machine
1399 84672920 Electric planer
1400 84723090 Other letters sorting, folding, packing, etc.
1401 84762900 Other beverage automatic vending machines
1402 84793000 Composite board processing machine
1403 84812010 Hydraulic transmission valve
1404 85011010 Toy motor with output power not exceeding 37.5 watts
1405 85016200 Alternator with output power exceeding 75 kVA but not exceeding

375 kVA
1406 85021100 Diesel generator set with output power not exceeding 75 kVA
1407 85043390 Other transformers with a rated capacity exceeding 16 kVA but not

exceeding 500 kVA
1408 85043410 Transformer with rated capacity exceeding 500 kVA
1409 85044015 AC regulated power supply with power less than 10 kW and accuracy

less than one thousandth
1410 85063000 Primary battery and primary battery pack for oxidized mercury
1411 85073000 Nickel-cadmium battery
1412 85078030 All vanadium flow battery
1413 85094090 Food grinder and blender
1414 85098010 Floor polisher
1415 85131010 flashlight
1416 85161020 Instant electric water heater
1417 85161090 Other electric quick water heaters and immersion liquid heaters
1418 85162100 Storage radiator
1419 85166030 Rice cooker
1420 85166040 Electric wok
1421 85198111 Cassette type sound reproducing device without sound recording

device
1422 85198139 Other sound recording or playback devices using semiconductor

media
1423 85211020 Tape player
1424 85221000 Pickup head
1425 85235120 Recorded flash memory
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1426 85235920 Recorded other semiconductor media
1427 85258012 Non-special purpose broadcast television camera
1428 85258013 Other TV cameras for non-special use
1429 85272100 Automotive recording (discharging) sound combination machine

requiring external power supply
1430 85272900 Other radios for cars that require an external power supply
1431 85284910 Other color cathode ray tube monitors

1432 85285292 Other color monitors that can be connected to the automatic data
processing equipment of heading 8471, but not to the automatic
data processing system of heading 8471

1433 85285299 Other monochrome monitors that can be connected to the automatic
data processing equipment of the heading 8471

1434 85286290 Other monochrome projectors, can be connected to the automatic
data processing equipment of the taxation 8471

1435 85287211 Cathode ray tube color analog TV
1436 85287212 Cathode ray tube color digital television
1437 85287219 Other cathode ray tube color TV
1438 85287231 Plasma color analog TV
1439 85287239 Other plasma color TV
1440 85287291 Other color analog TV
1441 85287299 Other color television
1442 85329090 Other parts for goods listed in heading 8532
1443 85392190 Other tungsten halogen lamps

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

1444 85392999 Other unnamed incandescent bulbs in heading 8539
1445 85393120 Hot cathode fluorescent lamps for trains, aircraft and ships
1446 85393920 Other discharge lamps for trains, aircraft and ships
1447 85401100 Color cathode ray television picture tube
1448 85401200 Monochrome cathode ray television picture tube
1449 86090011 20-foot insulated container
1450 86090021 40-foot insulated container
1451 86090022 40 foot tank container
1452 86090029 40 feet of other containers
1453 86090030 45, 48, 53-foot container
1454 87019110 Tractor with power ≤ 18 kW
1455 87019210 18 kW <power ≤ 37 kW tractor
1456 87021093 Small passenger cars with only diesel or semi-diesel engines (10

to 19 seats)
1457 87059051 Aviation power car (frequency is 400 Hz)
1458 87059060 Aircraft refueling car, thermostat car, deicer car
1459 87060030 Large passenger car chassis
1460 87060040 Truck crane chassis
1461 87085071 Tractor, tractor drive axle and its parts
1462 87085072 Large passenger car drive axle and its parts
1463 87088090 Suspension shock absorbers and parts for other motor vehicles
1464 87089110 Water tank radiator
1465 87089200 Muffler, exhaust pipe and parts thereof
1466 87089410 Tractor, tractor steering wheel, steering column, steering gear

and parts
1467 87089420 Steering wheel, steering column, steering gear and parts for large

passenger cars
1468 87089430 Steering wheel, steering column, steering gear and parts for off-

highway dump truck
1469 87089440 Steering wheel, steering column, steering gear and parts thereof

~ 
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for diesel and gasoline light trucks
1470 87089490 Other unnamed steering wheels, steering columns, steering gears

and their parts for motor vehicles
1471 87114000 Motorcycle and pedal car, 500 ml <cylinder capacity ≤ 800 ml
1472 87169000 Trailer, semi-trailer and non-motor vehicle parts
1473 89039200 Motorboat, except for outboard engines
1474 89071000 Inflatable
1475 90071010 High speed camera
1476 90071090 Other cameras
1477 90072010 Digital projector
1478 90085031 Orthographic projector
1479 90089020 Photo enlargement machine and accessories for shrinking machine
1480 90101010 Automatic developing device and device for film film
1481 90101091 Automatic development and equipment for other color film
1482 90106000 Screen and other projection screens
1483 90181100 Electrocardiograph
1484 90181210 B type ultrasonic diagnostic apparatus
1485 90181291 Color ultrasonic diagnostic apparatus
1486 90181990 Other electrical diagnostic devices
1487 90184990 Other instruments and apparatus for dental use
1488 90189050 Diathermy equipment
1489 90189060 Blood transfusion equipment
1490 90192000 Oxygen therapy device, oxygen therapy device, etc.
1491 90221910 Low dose X-ray safety inspection equipment
1492 90248000 Machines and apparatus for testing other materials
1493 90261000 Apparatus and apparatus for measuring and inspecting liquid flow

or liquid level
1494 90262010 Pressure/differential pressure transmitter

 

Serial
number

Tariff
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1

Product
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2

1495 90262090 Other instruments and devices for measuring and testing pressure
1496 90268010 Apparatus and device for measuring gas flow
1497 90269000 Parts and accessories for instruments and devices that detect

changes in liquid or gas
1498 90271000 Gas or smoke analyzer
1499 90278091 Exposure meter
1500 90318010 Optical fiber communication and optical fiber performance tester
1501 90318090 Other unspecified measuring or inspection instruments, apparatus

and machines
1502 91011910 Photoelectric display type precious metal electronic watch
1503 91011990 Other precious metal electronic watches
1504 91012900 Non-automatic winding precious metal mechanical watch
1505 91019100 Precious metal electronic pocket watches and other electronic

watches
1506 91019900 Precious metal mechanical pocket watches and other mechanical

watches
1507 91029900 Other mechanical pocket watches, stopwatches and other watches
1508 91081100 Assembled mechanical indicator complete electronic watch movement
1509 91081200 Assembled photoelectric display complete electronic watch movement
1510 91081900 Other assembled complete electronic watch movements
1511 91082000 Self-winding complete watch core assembled
1512 91089010 Complete watch core of assembled machinery with surface dimensions

of 33.8 mm and below
1513 91089090 Other assembled complete machine maple core
1514 91091000 Completed electronic clock core assembled
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1515 91099000 Complete mechanical clock core assembled
1516 91101100 Unassembled complete watch movement
1517 91101200 Assembled incomplete watch movement
1518 91101900 Unassembled incomplete watch movement
1519 91109010 Unassembled complete bell movement
1520 91109090 Incomplete clock movement
1521 91112000 Metal case
1522 91118000 Non-metallic case
1523 91119000 Case part
1524 91122000 Bell case
1525 91131000 Strap and parts made of precious metal or precious metal
1526 91132000 Base metal strap and its parts
1527 91139000 Non-metallic watch strap and its parts
1528 91141000 Clockwork of clock and watch
1529 91144000 Clock, table splint and cross arm (crossing bridge)
1530 91149010 Bell, watch jewel bearing
1531 92079000 Other musical instruments that generate or expand sound by

electricity
1532 94043010 Feather or down filled sleeping bag
1533 94059100 Glass parts of items listed in heading 9405
1534 95064090 Other table tennis sporting goods and equipment
1535 95065100 Lawn tennis racket
1536 95066100 Lawn tennis
1537 95081000 Mobile Circus and Mobile Zoo
1538 96034019 Other materials paint brushes and similar brushes
1539 96034020 Paint block pad and roller
1540 96122000 stamp pad
1541 96131000 Disposable pocket gas lighter
1542 96138000 Other firearms
1543 96139000 Lighter and lighter parts
1544 97011011 Thangka
1545 97040090 Other used or unused stamps, first day covers

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

1546 97050000 Collectives with dynamic, phytochemical and mineralogical
significance

Part IV (5%)

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

1578 44111499 Other medium density wood fibreboards with a thickness of more
than 9 mm, machined or covered

1579 44119210 Other wood fiberboards with a density of more than 0.8 grams per
cubic centimeter, not machined or covered

1580 44119290 Other wood fibreboards with a density of more than 0.8 grams per
cubic centimeter, machined or covered

1581 44119410 Other wood fiberboards with a density of more than 0.35 grams per
cubic centimeter, but not exceeding 0.5 grams per cubic centimeter

1582 44119429 Other wood fiberboard, density not exceeding 0.35 grams per cubic
centimeter, machined or covered

1583 44121019 Other bamboo plywood made of thin plates, each layer not exceeding
6 mm in thickness

1584 44121099 Other bamboo plywood, veneer veneers and similar multi-layer

... "" 
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boards
1585 44123100 At least one surface layer is tropical wood, each layer is not

more than 6 mm thick, and other plywood made only of thin wood
(except bamboo)

1586 44123300 The other at least one surface layer is the following non-
coniferous wood: beech, ash, Cyclobalanopsis (beech), birch,
cherry, chestnut, elm, elm, pecan, horse chestnut, elm, maple,
Eucalyptus (oak), sycamore, poplar, locust, gooseberry or walnut,
each layer not exceeding 6 mm thick, only made of thin wood
Other plywood (except bamboo)

1587 44123410 The other at least one surface layer is temperate non-coniferous
wood (except for non-coniferous wood of sub-heading 4412.3300),
each layer is not more than 6 mm thick, and other plywood made of
only thin wood (except bamboo)

1588 44123490 The other at least one surface layer is non-coniferous wood not
specifically listed in subheadings 4412.3300 and 4412.3410, each
layer is thick
Not more than 6 mm, other plywood made of only thin wood (except
bamboo)

1589 44123900 The other upper layers are all softwood, each layer is not more
than 6 mm thick, and other plywood made only of thin wood.
(except bamboo)

1590 44129410 At least one surface layer is non-coniferous wood core plywood,
side slat core plywood and slat core plywood

1591 44129499 Other wood core plywood, side slat core plywood and slat core
plywood

1592 44129910 At least one other wood veneer with a non-coniferous surface
1593 44129999 Other wooden multi-layer boards
1594 44130000 Block, plank, strip or shaped laminate
1595 44151000 Wooden boxes, boxes, crates, drums and similar packaging

containers, cable reels
1596 44152090 Other wooden pallets, box pallets and other wooden pallets or

other wooden pallets
1597 44160090 Other wooden vats including buckets, buckets, pots and other

wooden hoops and their parts
1598 44170090 Other wooden tools, tool holders, tool handles, brooms and brushes

for the body and handle; wooden shoe boots and hoes
1599 44181090 Other wooden windows, French-style (floor) windows and wooden

frames
1600 44182000 Wooden door with its frame and threshold
1601 44186000 Wooden columns and beams
1602 44187500 Other assembled multi-layer flooring
1603 44191100 Bamboo cutting breadboards, cutting boards and similar boards
1604 44209010 Mosaic wood

1605 45020000 Natural cork that removes the skin or is roughly cut into squares
or squares, squares, plates, sheets or strips (including cube
blanks for plugs)

1606 45031000 Natural cork stopper
1607 45039000 Other natural cork products
1608 45041000 Pieces, plates, sheets, strips, solid cylinders, discs or pressed

bricks of tiles of any shape
1609 46012100 Bamboo mats, mats and curtains
1610 46021910 Grass baskets and other products
1611 46021990 Baskets and other products made from other plant materials
1612 46029000 Other products made of non-plant braided materials
1613 47010000 Mechanical pulp
1614 47031100 Unbleached softwood pulp or sulphate pulp except dissolved grade
1615 47032100 Semi-bleached or bleached softwood pulp or sulphate pulp except

dissolved grade
1616 47032900 Semi-bleached or bleached non-coniferous wood pulp or sulphate
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pulp other than dissolved grade
1617 47050000 Wood pulp obtained by mechanical and chemical combined pulping
1618 47071000 Unbleached cowhide, corrugated or cardboard waste
1619 47073000 Waste paper of paper or cardboard made of mechanical wood pulp
1620 47079000 Other recycled paper or cardboard

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

1621 48021090 Other handmade paper and cardboard
1622 48022090 Photosensitive, heat-sensitive, electrosensitive paper other than

photographic base paper, cardboard base paper, board
1623 48025400 Other uncoated paper and paperboard for writing, printing or

similar purposes weighing less than 40 grams per square meter,
free of mechanical or chemical-mechanical fibers or containing no
more than 10% by weight of the total fiber

1624 48041100 Uncoated unbleached cowhide liner paper in rolls or sheets (except
for items of heading 4802 or 4803)

1625 48042100 Kraft paper for uncoated unbleached bags in rolls or sheets
(except for goods subject to tariffs 4802 or 4803)

1626 48044100 Rolls or sheets of uncoated uncoated other kraft paper and
paperboard weighing more than 150 grams per square meter but less
than 225 grams (except for goods subject to tariffs 4802 or 4803)

1627 48045100 Uncoated uncoated other kraft paper and paper weighing 225 g or
more per square meter in rolls or sheets
Board (except for goods subject to taxation 4802 or 4803)

1628 48045200 A roll or sheet of uncoated uncoated per square metre of 225 g
and above is uniformly bleached, containing more than 95% of the
total kraft paper and paperboard produced by chemical methods
(tax head 4802) or
Except for 4803 items)

1629 48045900 Other rolls or sheets of uncoated uncoated kraft paper and
cardboard of 225 g and above
(except for goods subject to taxation 4802 or 4803)

1630 48051100 Semi-chemical corrugated base paper
1631 48051200 Straw corrugated base paper
1632 48052400 Fortitude boxboard with a weight of 150 grams per square meter
1633 48055000 Felt paper and cardboard
1634 48061000 Plant parchment
1635 48062000 Oil proof paper
1636 48063000 tracing paper
1637 48064000 High gloss transparent or translucent paper
1638 48081000 Corrugated paper and cardboard, whether or not perforated
1639 48084000 Wrinkled kraft paper, whether embossed or perforated
1640 48089000 Other crepe paper and cardboard, embossed paper and cardboard,

perforated paper and cardboard
1641 48092000 Self-printed paper in rolls or sheets
1642 48099000 Roll or sheet of carbon paper and other copy or transfer paper

1643 48101300 Paper and paperboard coated with single or double-sided coated
kaolin or other inorganic materials (whether or not with a binder)
for writing, printing or similar purposes, without mechanical or
chemical-mechanical fibers or Containing the aforementioned fibers
not more than 10% of the total fiber weight

1644 48103200 Uniform bleaching of more than 150 grams per square metre of
weight per square meter of single or double coated kaolin or other
inorganic materials (whether or not a binder is added) in a roll
or sheet, containing more than 100 grams of chemically prepared
wood fibers All fibers
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95% by weight of kraft paper and cardboard
1645 48103900 Other kraft paper and paperboard coated with single or double

coated kaolin or other inorganic materials (whether or not with
adhesives)

1646 48114100 Self-adhesive adhesive paper in rolls or sheets
1647 48115110 Double-coated paper for color paper of more than 150 grams per

square meter of bleached in rolls or sheets
1648 48115991 Rolled or sheet of aluminized paper and board coated, impregnated

or covered with plastic (excluding binder)
1649 48115999 Other paper and paperboard coated, impregnated or covered with

plastic (excluding adhesive) in rolls or sheets
1650 48119000 Paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and cellulosic fibrous webs

coated, impregnated, covered, dyed, finished or printed in rolls
or sheets

1651 48142000 Painted, embossed, colored, printed or otherwise decorated with
plastic coated or covered wallpaper and the like

1652 48149000 Other wallpapers and similar products and transparent paper for
windows

1653 48185000 Pulp, paper, cellulose wadding or cellulosic fiber mesh clothing
and accessories

1654 48189000 Other household, sanitary or hospital supplies made of pulp,
paper, cellulose wadding or cellulosic fiber paper

1655 48193000 Paper bag with a bottom width of 40 cm or more
1656 48205000 Paper sample book and paste book
1657 48211000 Printed various labels printed on paper or cardboard
1658 48219000 Unprinted labels printed on paper or cardboard

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

1659 48221000 Bobbins, reels, tweezers and similar products made of pulp, paper
or cardboard (whether perforated or hardened) for textile yarns

1660 48229000 Bobbins, reels, tweezers and similar products made of other pulp,
paper or cardboard (whether perforated or hardened)

1661 48232000 Filter paper and cardboard cut into a certain size or shape
1662 48234000 Printed paper rolls, paper and paper trays for printed automatic

recorders
1663 48236100 Plates, plates, pots, cups and similar products made of bamboo

pulp or paperboard
1664 48237000 Pressed or molded pulp products
1665 48239020 God paper and similar supplies
1666 48239030 Paper fan
1667 48239090 Other paper and paper products
1668 49019900 Other books, brochures and similar prints
1669 49021000 Newspapers, magazines, and periodicals published at least four

times a week
1670 49029000 Other newspapers, magazines and periodicals
1671 49030000 Children's picture book, painting or coloring book
1672 49040000 Musical manuscript or print, whether bound or printed with

illustrations
1673 49051000 Globe, celestial instrument
1674 49070010 New stamp

1675 49070090 Newly issued unused stamps and similar tickets in countries that
recognize or will recognize their face value; papers printed with
stamps or stamps; blank checks

1676 49081000 Glaze transfer decal (pattern paper for transfer printing)
1677 49100000 Printed calendars, including calendar cores
1678 49111090 Other commercial advertisements and similar prints

~ 
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1679 49119100 Printed pictures, designs and photos
1680 49119990 Other printed matter
1681 50072011 Unbleached or bleached woven fabrics containing more than 85%

mulberry silk
1682 50072019 Other mulberry silk ≥85% woven fabric
1683 50072039 Other crepe ≥ 85% woven fabric
1684 50072090 Silk ≥85% of other woven fabrics
1685 50079010 Unbleached or bleached silk <85% other woven fabric
1686 50079090 Silk <85% other woven fabric
1687 51091011 Yarn for retail sale with cashmere content of 85% or more by

weight
1688 51091019 Other yarns for retail use with fine hair content of 85% or more

by weight
1689 51091090 Yarn for retail use with a wool content of 85% or more by weight
1690 51099011 Other cashmere yarns for retail sale
1691 51099019 Other animal fine wool yarns for retail sale
1692 51099090 Other wool yarns for retail sale
1693 51100000 Yarn of animal hair or horse hair

1694 51111119 Other animal fine hair woven fabrics with other animal hair
content of 85% or more by weight and not more than 300 grams per
square meter by weight

1695 51111190 Wool woven fabric with a wool content of 85% or more by weight and
no more than 300 grams per square meter

1696 51111919 Other animal fine hair woven fabrics with a fine hair content of
85% or more and more than 300 grams per square meter by weight

1697 51130000 Animal shag or horsehair woven fabric
1698 52079000 Blended cotton yarn for retail sale
1699 52081100 Unbleached lightweight cotton plain cloth
1700 52081900 Unbleached lightweight other cotton woven fabric
1701 52082200 Bleached lighter cotton plain weave
1702 52082900 Bleached lightweight other cotton woven fabric
1703 52083100 Dyed lightweight cotton plain weave
1704 52083200 Dyed light cotton jersey
1705 52083900 Dyed lightweight other cotton woven fabric

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

1706 52084200 Yarn-dyed lighter cotton plain weave
1707 52084300 Yarn-dyed lightweight cotton three- or four-line twill
1708 52084900 Yarn-dyed lightweight other cotton woven fabric
1709 52085100 Printed lightweight cotton plain fabric
1710 52085200 Lighter cotton jersey
1711 52085990 Printed lightweight other cotton woven fabric
1712 52091100 Unbleached heavy cotton plain cloth
1713 52091200 Unbleached heavy cotton three or four-line twill
1714 52091900 Unbleached heavy other cotton woven fabric
1715 52092100 Bleached heavy cotton plain weave
1716 52092200 Bleached heavy cotton three- or four-line twill
1717 52092900 Bleached heavy other cotton woven fabric
1718 52093100 Dyed heavy cotton plain weave
1719 52093200 Dyed heavy cotton three- or four-line twill
1720 52093900 Dyed heavy other cotton woven fabric
1721 52094100 Dyed heavy cotton jersey
1722 52094200 Dyed heavy cotton denim (labor cloth)
1723 52094300 Other three- or four-line twill woven fabrics, including double-

sided twill woven fabrics

lnl 
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1724 52094900 Dyed heavy other cotton woven fabric
1725 52095100 Printed heavy cotton plain weave
1726 52095900 Printed heavy other cotton woven fabric
1727 52101100 Unbleached lightweight muslin mixed with chemical fiber
1728 52103100 Lightweight muslin mixed with chemical fiber dyed
1729 52103200 Lightweight three- or four-line twill cotton dyed with chemical

fiber blend
1730 52103900 Lightweight other cotton fabric blended with chemical fiber
1731 52104100 Lightweight jersey fabric blended with chemical fiber
1732 52104910 Lightweight three- or four-line twill cotton with chemical fiber

blended yarn-dyed
1733 52104990 Lightweight other cotton fabric blended with chemical fiber
1734 52105100 Lightweight jersey with chemical fiber blended print
1735 52105990 Lightweight other cotton fabric blended with chemical fiber
1736 52111100 Unbleached heavy muslin mixed with chemical fiber
1737 52111200 Chemical fiber blended unbleached heavy three- or four-line twill
1738 52112000 Heavy other cotton cloth blended with chemical fiber
1739 52113100 Heavy woven cotton fabric blended with chemical fiber
1740 52113200 Heavy-duty three- or four-line twill cotton dyed with chemical

fiber blending
1741 52113900 Heavy other cotton cloth mixed with chemical fiber dyeing
1742 52114100 Heavy woven cotton fabric blended with chemical fiber
1743 52114200 Heavy denim with technical fiber blended yarn-dyed
1744 52114300 Other three- or four-line twill woven fabrics blended with man-

made fibres, including double-faced twill woven fabrics
1745 52114900 Heavy other cotton fabric blended with chemical fiber
1746 52115100 Heavy woven cotton fabric with chemical fiber blended printing
1747 52115200 Heavy three- or four-line twill cotton for chemical fiber blend

printing
1748 52115900 Heavy other cotton cloth mixed with chemical fiber
1749 52121300 Dyed other blended lightweight cotton
1750 52121400 Yarn-dyed other blended lightweight cotton
1751 52121500 Printed other blended lightweight cotton
1752 52122100 Unbleached other blended heavy cotton
1753 52122200 Other blended heavy cotton cloth bleached
1754 52122300 Dyed other blended heavy cotton
1755 52122400 Yarn-dyed other blended heavy cotton
1756 52122500 Printed other blended heavy cotton

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

1757 53061000 Linen single yarn
1758 53071000 Single yarn of jute or 5303 other textile bast fibers
1759 53072000 Jute or 5303 other textile bast fiber multi-strand yarn or cable
1760 53081000 Coir yarn
1761 53082000 Hemp yarn
1762 53089011 Unbleached or bleached full ramie yarn
1763 53089012 Full ramie yarn
1764 53089013 Unbleached or bleached blended ramie yarn
1765 53089014 Blended ramie yarn
1766 53089091 Paper yarn
1767 53089099 Other plant textile fiber yarn
1768 53091110 Unbleached full linen woven fabric
1769 53091900 Other full linen woven fabric
1770 53092110 Unbleached blended linen woven fabric
1771 53092900 Other blended linen woven fabric

[J] 
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1772 54071010 Nylon or other polyamide high-strength yarn woven fabric
1773 54071020 Polyester high-strength yarn woven fabric
1774 54072000 Synthetic fiber strips and similar woven fabrics
1775 54074100 Unbleached or bleached pure nylon cloth
1776 54074200 Dyed pure nylon cloth
1777 54074300 Yarn-dyed pure nylon cloth
1778 54074400 Printed pure nylon cloth
1779 54075100 Unbleached or bleached pure polyester textured filament fabric
1780 54075200 Dyed pure polyester textured filament fabric
1781 54075300 Yarn-dyed pure polyester textured filament fabric
1782 54075400 Printed pure polyester textured filament fabric
1783 54076100 Other pure polyester non-deformed filament fabric
1784 54076900 Other pure polyester filament fabric
1785 54077100 Unbleached or bleached other pure synthetic filament fabric
1786 54077200 Other pure synthetic fiber filament cloth dyed
1787 54077300 Yarn-dyed other pure synthetic filament fabric
1788 54077400 Printed other pure synthetic filament fabric
1789 54078100 Unbleached or bleached cotton blended synthetic filament fabric
1790 54078200 Dyed and cotton blended synthetic filament fabric
1791 54078300 Yarn-dyed and cotton-blended synthetic filament fabric
1792 54078400 Printed and cotton blended synthetic filament fabric
1793 54079100 Other blended synthetic filament fabrics that are not bleached or

bleached
1794 54079200 Dyed other blended synthetic filament fabric
1795 54079300 Yarn-dyed other blended synthetic filament fabric
1796 54079400 Printed other blended synthetic filament fabric
1797 54081000 Woven fabric with high-strength yarn
1798 54082110 Unbleached or bleached woven fabric of viscose filaments
1799 54082190 Unbleached or bleached woven fabric made from other artificial

filaments
1800 54082210 Pure viscose filament dyeing woven fabric
1801 54082290 Pure other artificial filament dyeing woven fabric
1802 54082310 Pure viscose filament yarn looms
1803 54082390 Pure other artificial filament yarn woven fabric
1804 54083200 Dyed human filament yarn blended fabric
1805 54083300 Yarn-dyed human filament blended fabric
1806 54083400 Printed human filament yarn blended fabric
1807 55121100 Pure bleached or bleached polyester cloth

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

1808 55121900 Other pure polyester cloth
1809 55122100 Unbleached or bleached pure acrylic fabric
1810 55122900 Other pure acrylic fabric
1811 55129100 Pure synthetic synthetic fabric not bleached or bleached
1812 55129900 Other pure synthetic fiber cloth
1813 55132100 Lightweight polyester jersey with cotton blended dyed
1814 55132390 Other lightweight polyester fabrics blended with cotton
1815 55132900 Lightweight synthetic fabric woven with cotton
1816 55133100 Lightweight polyester jersey with cotton blended yarn
1817 55141120 Heavy polyester jersey with cotton blended bleach
1818 55141911 Unbleached heavy other polyester fabric blended with cotton
1819 55141990 Blended with other unblended or bleached heavy synthetic fabrics
1820 55142100 Heavy polyester plain weave dyed with cotton
1821 55142200 Heavy polyester twill with cotton blended dyed
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1822 55142300 Other heavy polyester fabrics dyed with cotton
1823 55142900 Heavy synthetic synthetic fiber cloth dyed with cotton
1824 55143010 Heavy polyester plain weave with cotton blended yarn
1825 55143030 Other heavy polyester fabrics blended with cotton
1826 55143090 Heavy synthetic synthetic fabric with cotton-dyed yarn-dyed
1827 55144100 Heavy polyester jersey with cotton blended print
1828 55144300 Other heavy polyester fabrics mixed with cotton
1829 55151100 Polyester fabric blended with viscose staple fibers
1830 55151200 Polyester fabric blended with chemical fiber filaments
1831 55151300 Polyester fabric blended with wool
1832 55151900 Polyester fabric blended with other fibers
1833 55152100 Acrylic fabric blended with chemical fiber filaments
1834 55152900 Acrylic fabric blended with other fibers
1835 55159100 Other synthetic staple fiber fabrics blended with chemical

filaments
1836 55159900 Other synthetic staple fiber fabrics blended with other fibers
1837 55161100 Unbleached or bleached pure rayon staple fiber cloth
1838 55161200 Dyed pure rayon staple fiber cloth
1839 55161300 Yarn-dyed pure rayon staple fiber cloth
1840 55161400 Printed rayon staple fiber cloth
1841 55162100 Blended with chemical fiber filaments, unbleached or bleached

rayon fabric
1842 55162200 Dyed rayon fabric blended with chemical fiber filaments
1843 55162300 Yarn-dyed rayon fabric blended with chemical fiber filaments
1844 55163300 Yarn-dyed rayon fabric blended with wool
1845 55164100 Unbleached or bleached rayon fabric blended with cotton
1846 55164200 Dyed rayon fabric blended with cotton
1847 55164300 Yarn-dyed rayon fabric blended with cotton
1848 55169200 Dyed rayon fabric blended with other fibers
1849 55169300 Yarn-dyed rayon fabric blended with other fibers
1850 55169400 Printed rayon fabric blended with other fibers
1851 56012100 Cotton flocks and other batt products
1852 56012290 Fleece and other batt products made of chemical fiber
1853 56012900 Other materials, flounders and other batt products
1854 56013000 Textile fiber chips, fiber powder and ball joints
1855 56021000 Needle-punching mechanism felt and fiber-stitched fabric
1856 56022100 Undyed, coated wool other felt
1857 56022900 Other felts made of other textile materials not dipped or coated
1858 56029000 Other felts that are dipped, coated, coated or laminated

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

1859 56031110 Impregnated chemical fiber filament nonwoven fabric per square
meter ≤ 25g

1860 56031190 Other chemical fiber filament nonwoven fabrics per square meter ≤
25g

1861 56031210 25g<per square meter ≤70g impregnated chemical fiber filament non-
woven fabric

1862 56031290 25g < per square meter ≤ 70g other chemical fiber filament non-
woven fabric

1863 56031310 70g<per square meter ≤150g impregnated chemical fiber filament
non-woven fabric

1864 56031390 70g <per square meter ≤150g other chemical fiber filament non-
woven fabric

1865 56031410 >150g impregnated synthetic filament nonwoven fabric per square
meter
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1866 56031490 Other chemical fiber filament nonwoven fabrics >150g per square
meter

1867 56039110 Other non-woven fabrics impregnated per square meter ≤ 25g
1868 56039210 25g < ≤ 70g per square meter impregnated with other non-woven

fabrics
1869 56039290 25g < ≤ 70g per square meter of other non-woven fabrics
1870 56039310 70g < ≤ 150g per square meter impregnated with other non-woven

fabrics
1871 56039390 70g < other non-woven fabrics per square meter ≤ 150g
1872 56039410 >150g per square meter impregnated with other non-woven fabrics
1873 56039490 >150g of other non-woven fabric per square meter
1874 56081900 Other nets made of chemical fiber materials
1875 56089000 Fishing nets and other nets made of other fibers
1876 56090000 Use yarn, flat bar, rope, cable, cable to make other items
1877 57022000 Unpaved or unflocked coir flooring
1878 57023900 Not made of other textile materials
1879 57024900 Other textile materials made of velvet products
1880 57025010 Unmade non-fleece carpets and flooring products
1881 57025020 Unmade non-textured carpet and flooring products
1882 57025090 Non-woven fabrics and flooring products not made of other textile

materials
1883 57041000 Small felt carpets and other felt flooring products
1884 58011000 Wool pile fabric and chenille fabric
1885 58012600 Cotton chenille fabric
1886 58012710 Cotton uncut velvet fabric (rib fabric)
1887 58012720 Cotton cut piled pile fabric
1888 58013100 Non-cut woven fabric
1889 58013200 Cut pile of chemical fiber corduroy
1890 58013300 Other chemical fiber weft fabric
1891 58013600 Chemical fiber chenille fabric
1892 58013710 Non-cut piled fabric (rib fabric) made of chemical fiber
1893 58013720 Cut piled pile fabric made of chemical fiber
1894 58019010 Silk and crepe fabrics, pile fabrics and chenille fabrics
1895 58019090 Fleece woven fabrics and chenille fabrics made of other materials
1896 58023040 Chemical fiber tufted fabric
1897 58030090 Other textile materials made from leno
1898 58041020 Cotton mesh gauze and other mesh fabrics
1899 58041030 Chemical fiber mesh gauze and other mesh fabrics
1900 58041090 Other textile materials, mesh gauze and other mesh fabrics
1901 58042100 Chemical fiber lace
1902 58042920 Cotton lace
1903 58061010 Cotton or linen narrow pile fabric and chenille fabric
1904 58061090 Other materials, narrow pile fabrics and chenille fabrics
1905 58062000 Narrow fabric with elastic yarn ≥5%
1906 58063100 Other narrow woven fabrics made of cotton
1907 58063200 Other narrow woven fabrics made of chemical fiber
1908 58063910 Other narrow woven fabric made of silk and silk
1909 58063990 Other narrow woven fabrics made of other materials

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
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2

1910 58064090 Other materials bonded with warp weft-free narrow fabric
1911 58071000 Woven non-embroidered textile material labels, badges, etc.
1912 58079000 Non-woven non-embroidered textile material label badges, etc.
1913 58081000 Tapes
1914 58089000 Non-embroidered decorative strips, tassels, pompons
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1915 58090020 Mixed metal wire cloth and metal gauze with chemical fiber
1916 58090090 Other metal wire cloth and metal yarn cloth
1917 58101000 Embroidery without a base fabric
1918 58109200 Chemical fiber fabric
1919 58109900 Other textile materials, see the bottom fabric embroidery
1920 58110030 Cotton quilted bedding textile
1921 58110040 Chemical fiber quilted quilted textile
1922 59011010 Cotton or linen fabric coated with glue or starch
1923 59011020 Chemical fiber textile coated with glue or starch
1924 59011090 Other fiber textiles coated with glue or starch
1925 59019091 Cotton or linen tracing cloth, hard lining in caps, etc.
1926 59019099 Other textile fiber tracing cloth, hard lining in cap, etc.
1927 59021010 Polyester-6 (nylon-6) cord fabric
1928 59021020 Polyester-6,6 (nylon-6,6) cord fabric
1929 59021090 Other high-strength yarn fabrics made of nylon
1930 59029000 Viscose fiber high-strength yarn cord fabric
1931 59031010 Insulating cloth or tape impregnated with polyvinyl chloride
1932 59031020 Artificial leather impregnated with PVC
1933 59031090 Other textiles impregnated and coated with polyvinyl chloride
1934 59032010 Polyurethane dipped, coated cloth or tape
1935 59032020 Artificial leather impregnated with polyurethane
1936 59032090 Other textiles dipped and coated with polyurethane
1937 59039010 Insulating cloth or tape dipped or coated with other plastics
1938 59039020 Artificial leather dipped and coated with other plastics
1939 59039090 Other textiles dipped and coated with other plastics
1940 59050000 Paste wall fabric
1941 59061010 Rubberized rubber tape with width ≤20cm
1942 59061090 Treating other spun adhesive tapes with width ≤20cm by rubber
1943 59069100 Knitted or crocheted textile treated with rubber
1944 59069910 Treat other wide insulating cloth or tape with rubber
1945 59069990 Other textiles treated with rubber
1946 59070010 Insulating cloth or tape dipped or coated with other materials
1947 59070020 Drawn canvas dipped and coated with other materials
1948 59070090 Other textiles dipped and coated with other materials
1949 59080000 Textile material wick, furnace core, etc. and gas lamp bobbin and

gauze cover
1950 59090000 Textile hoses and similar pipes
1951 59100000 Transmission belts or conveyor belts and belts made of textile

materials
1952 59111090 Other clothing such as rubberized clothing and textile fabrics for

special technical use
1953 59112000 Sieve cloth
1954 59113100 Paper or other machines with light loops or cloth or felt with

couplings
1955 59113200 Heavy-duty or cloth or felt with couplings for machines such as

paper making
1956 59114000 Filter cloth for oil extraction machines or similar machines
1957 59119000 Other specialized technical textile products and products
1958 60011000 Knitted or crocheted plush fabric
1959 60012100 Cotton knit or crocheted loop pile fabric
1960 60012200 Chemical fiber knitted or crocheted terry fabric
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1961 60019100 Cotton knit or crocheted pile fabric
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1962 60019200 Chemical fiber knitted or crocheted pile fabric
1963 60019900 Other fiber knitted or crocheted pile fabric
1964 60029010 Cotton knit and crochet fabric with rubber thread width ≤ 30cm
1965 60029030 Knitted or crocheted fabric made of synthetic fiber with a width

of ≤ 30cm and rubber thread
1966 60029040 Knitted and crocheted fabrics made of man-made fibers with a width

of ≤ 30 cm
1967 60029090 Knitted and crocheted fabrics of other textile materials with

rubber width ≤ 30cm
1968 60033000 Knitted, crocheted fabric of synthetic fiber width ≤ 30cm
1969 60039000 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics with width ≤ 30cm
1970 60041030 Width > 30cm, elastic yarn ≥ 5% synthetic fiber knitted, crocheted

fabric
1971 60041040 Knitting and crocheting fabrics with width > 30cm, elastic yarn ≥

5% man-made fiber
1972 60041090 Width > 30cm, elastic yarn ≥ 5% other textile materials knitted,

crocheted
1973 60049010 Width >30cm cotton knit and crocheted fabric with rubber thread
1974 60049030 Knitted, crocheted fabric of synthetic fibers with a width of

>30cm and rubber thread
1975 60049040 Knitted, crocheted fabric of man-made fibers with a width of >30cm
1976 60049090 Knitted, crocheted fabrics of other textile materials with width >

30cm
1977 60053500 Chapter 60, sub-note 1 for warp knitted fabrics made of synthetic

fibers for anti-malaria nets
1978 60053600 Other warp knitted fabrics made of unbleached or bleached

synthetic fibers
1979 60053700 Other warp knitted fabrics made of dyed synthetic fibers
1980 60053800 Other warp knitted fabrics made of other synthetic yarns
1981 60054200 Other warp knitted fabrics made of dyed rayon
1982 60054300 Other warp knitted fabrics made of yarn-dyed rayon
1983 60059090 Other textile material warp knit
1984 60061000 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics made of wool or fine animal

hair
1985 60062100 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics, unbleached or bleached
1986 60062200 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics made of dyed cotton
1987 60062300 Other knitted and crocheted fabrics made of yarn-dyed cotton
1988 60062400 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics of printed cotton
1989 60063100 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics of unbleached or bleached

synthetic fibres
1990 60063200 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics made of dyed synthetic fibers
1991 60063300 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics made of yarn-dyed synthetic

fibers
1992 60063400 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics made of printed synthetic

fibers
1993 60064300 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics made of yarn-dyed rayon
1994 60069000 Unlisted knit, crocheted
1995 61019010 Wool knitted or crocheted men's coats, windbreakers
1996 61029000 Knitted or crocheted women's overcoats and windbreakers of other

textile materials
1997 61031010 Wool knitted or crocheted men's suits
1998 61031020 Synthetic knit or crochet men's suit
1999 61031090 Knitted or crocheted men's suits made of other textile materials
2000 61032300 Synthetic knit or crocheted men's casual wear suit
2001 61032910 Wool knitted or crocheted men's casual wear suit
2002 61041300 Synthetic knit or crocheted women's suit
2003 61041910 Wool knitted or crocheted women's suits
2004 61041920 Cotton knit or crochet women's suit
2005 61041990 Knitted or crocheted women's suits made of other textile materials
2006 61042300 Synthetic knit or crocheted women's casual wear suit
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2007 61042910 Wool knitted or crocheted women's casual wear suit
2008 61042990 Knitted or crocheted women's casual suits made of other textile

materials
2009 61071200 Chemical fiber knitted or crocheted men's underwear
2010 61071910 Knitted or crocheted men's underwear made of silk and silk
2011 61072100 Cotton knit or crocheted men's pajamas and sleepwear

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

2012 61072200 Chemical fiber knitted or crocheted men's pajamas and sleepwear
2013 61072910 Knitted or crocheted men's pajamas and sleepwear
2014 61072990 Knitted or crocheted men's pajamas and sleepwear from other

textile materials
2015 61079100 Cotton knit or crocheted men's bathrobes, dressing gowns
2016 61081100 Chemical fiber knitted or crocheted long slips and slips
2017 61081910 Cotton knit or crochet women's long slips and slips
2018 61081920 Knitted or crocheted women's long slips and slips of silk and silk
2019 61081990 Knitted or crocheted women's long slips and slips of other textile

materials
2020 61082910 Knitted or crocheted briefs and panties made of silk and silk
2021 61082990 Knitted or crocheted briefs and panties from other textile

materials
2022 61083910 Knitted or crocheted pajamas and sleepwear made of silk and silk
2023 61083990 Knitted or crocheted pajamas and sleepwear made of other textile

materials
2024 61089900 Women's bathrobes and dressing gowns, knitted or crocheted, of

other textile materials
2025 61101920 Rabbit wool knit or crochet pullover
2026 61119010 Wool knitted or crocheted baby clothing and accessories
2027 61119090 Knitted or crocheted baby clothing and accessories made of other

textile materials
2028 61122010 Cotton knit or crocheted ski suit
2029 61122090 Knitted or crocheted ski suits made of other textile materials
2030 61123100 Synthetic knitted or crocheted men's swimwear
2031 61123900 Knitted or crocheted men's swimwear, of other textile materials
2032 61152910 Cotton knit or crocheted pantyhose and tights
2033 61159900 Knitted or crocheted socks and other hosiery from other textile

materials
2034 61169100 Other knitted or crocheted gloves
2035 62011210 Cotton men's down jacket
2036 62021210 Cotton women's down jacket
2037 62029210 Cotton women's other down jacket
2038 62031200 Synthetic men's suit
2039 62031910 Silk and silk men's suits
2040 62032910 Silk and silk men's casual wear suit
2041 62032920 Men's casual wear suit
2042 62032990 Men's casual wear suits made of other textile materials
2043 62034210 Cotton men's Arabian pants
2044 62034310 Synthetic men's Arabian pants
2045 62034910 Men's Arab trousers made of other textile materials
2046 62041100 Wool women's suit
2047 62041200 Cotton women's suit
2048 62041300 Synthetic women's suit
2049 62041910 Silk and silk women's suits
2050 62041990 Women's suits made of other textile materials
2051 62042100 Wool women's casual wear suit
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2052 62042200 Cotton women's casual wear suit
2053 62042910 Silk and silk women's casual suits
2054 62042990 Women's casual wear suits made of other textile materials
2055 62069000 Other textile material blouses
2056 62071910 Silk men's underwear
2057 62071920 Chemical fiber men's underwear
2058 62071990 Men's underwear made of other textile materials
2059 62072200 Chemical fiber men's pajamas and sleepwear
2060 62072910 Men's long nightgown and sleepwear made of silk and silk
2061 62072990 Men's gowns and sleepwear made of other textile materials
2062 62079910 Men's bathrobes and dressing gowns made of silk and silk

Serial
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2063 62079990 Men's bathrobes and dressing gowns, of other textile materials
2064 62081910 Silk and silk long slips and slips
2065 62081920 Cotton long slips and slips
2066 62081990 Other textile material long slips and slips
2067 62082990 Women's pajamas and sleepwear made of other textile materials
2068 62089910 Silk women's vest, underwear
2069 62099010 Baby baby clothes and accessories
2070 62099090 Baby clothing and accessories for other textile materials
2071 62101010 Felt or non-woven clothing
2072 62103000 Fabric coat made of plastic, rubber, etc.
2073 62112010 Cotton ski suit
2074 62113210 Cotton men's Arabian gown
2075 62113910 Men's sportswear made of silk and silk
2076 62129090 Hanging belts and garters for other textile materials
2077 62132010 Cotton embroidery handkerchief
2078 62139020 Embroidered handkerchiefs made of other textile materials
2079 62142090 Other animal fine hair shawls, scarves
2080 62144000 Man-made shawl, headscarf
2081 62171020 Non-knit non-crocheted kimono belt
2082 63021010 Cotton knit or crocheted bed fabrics
2083 63021090 Knitted or crocheted bed fabrics made of other textile materials
2084 63022990 Textile fabrics for other textile materials
2085 63023192 Other cotton towels
2086 63023210 Chemical fiber embroidery other bed fabric products
2087 63023910 Other bed fabrics made of silk and silk
2088 63023991 Other textile materials for embroidery bed fabrics
2089 63023999 Other textile fabrics made of other textile materials
2090 63024010 Hand-knitted or crocheted table fabrics
2091 63024090 Other knitted or crocheted table fabrics
2092 63025110 Cotton embroidery, other table fabrics
2093 63025310 Chemical fiber embroidery other table fabric products
2094 63025911 Linen embroidery, other table fabrics
2095 63025919 Other linen fabric products for linen
2096 63025990 Table fabrics for other textile materials
2097 63029910 Other linen and kitchen fabric products
2098 63029990 Other washing and kitchen fabrics made of other materials
2099 63031220 Crocheted curtains made of synthetic fabric
2100 63031932 Cotton crocheted curtain
2101 63031992 Crocheted curtains made of other textile materials
2102 63041121 Hand-knit bed cover
2103 63041131 Hand crocheted bedspread
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2104 63041910 Non-knit non-crocheted bed covers made of silk and silk
2105 63041921 Cotton or linen non-woven non-crocheted embroidered bedspread
2106 63041931 Non-woven non-crocheted embroidery bed cover made of chemical

fiber
2107 63041939 Non-woven non-crocheted bed cover made of chemical fiber
2108 63041991 Non-knitted, non-crocheted embroidered bedspreads made of other

textile materials
2109 63041999 Non-embroidered non-knitted non-crocheted bed covers made of other

materials
2110 63042010 Anti-malaria hand-knitted knitted nets
2111 63042090 Anti-malaria non-hand-finished knitted nets
2112 63049121 Hand-knitted other decorative products
2113 63049131 Hand-crocheted other decorative products

Serial
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2114 63049139 Other decorative products that are not hand-crocheted
2115 63049310 Non-knitted, non-crocheted other embroidered decorative products
2116 63049910 Silk non-woven non-crocheted decorative products
2117 63049921 Hemp non-knitted, non-crocheted other embroidered decorative

products
2118 63051000 Jute or other bast fiber packaging bags
2119 63061920 Cotton oil crepe, canopy and awning
2120 63063090 Other textile materials, sails
2121 63064010 Cotton inflatable mattress
2122 63069010 Cotton other camping supplies
2123 63069020 Other camping supplies
2124 63069090 Unlisted camping supplies
2125 64011010 Plastic, rubber waterproof boots with metal heads on rubber uppers
2126 64019290 Medium and short waterproof boots with rubber, plastic bottom and

face on plastic upper
2127 64029921 Other rubber and plastic footwear for plastic uppers made of woven

or other textile materials
2128 64031200 Leather boot upper ski boots
2129 64032000 Leather straps for the upper of the shoe
2130 64035191 Other leather upper leather boots with small leather outsole
2131 64042010 Slippers made of leather or recycled leather
2132 64051010 Rubber, plastic, leather and recycled leather outsole leather or

other boots made from recycled leather
2133 64051090 Other materials made of leather on the outsole or other boots made

from recycled leather
2134 64069010 Wooden shoe parts, movable insole
2135 65050020 Crocheted cap
2136 65050099 Caps made of knitted or woven fabric
2137 65069990 Unnamed caps made of other materials
2138 66032000 Umbilical bone
2139 66039000 Other parts and accessories for umbrellas, canes and whip
2140 67029020 Silk or silk, flowers, leaves, fruits and products
2141 67029090 Other materials, flowers, leaves, fruits and their products
2142 67030000 Human hair and wig materials processed by combing, sparse, etc.
2143 67041100 Synthetic textile material made from wig
2144 67041900 Other wigs made of synthetic textile materials
2145 67049000 Wigs made of other materials
2146 68010000 Rectangular masonry, curbstone, flat stone made of natural stone
2147 68029190 Other marble, travertine and wax stone and products
2148 68029290 Other processed limestone and products
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2149 68029390 Other processed granite and products
2150 68041000 Grinding or refining with stone grinding, stone grinding
2151 68042110 Viscose polymerized or natural diamond wheel
2152 68042190 Other stone grinding, stone grinding and similar products made of

viscopolymerized or natural diamond
2153 68042210 Grinding wheels made of other cohesive abrasives or ceramics
2154 68042290 Other stone grinding, stone grinding and similar products made of

other cohesive abrasives or ceramics
2155 68042310 Natural stone grinding wheel
2156 68042390 Other stone grinding, stone grinding and similar products made of

natural stone
2157 68043010 Hand honing stone
2158 68043090 Hand with other grindstones and polished stones
2159 68051000 emery cloth
2160 68052000 sandpaper
2161 68053000 Abrasive cloth and sandpaper similar products that are not based

on cloth or paper
2162 68061010 Aluminum silicate fiber and its products
2163 68061090 Other slag wool, rock wool and similar mineral wool
2164 68062000 Page-like silica, expanded clay, foamed slag and similar expanded

mineral materials

Serial
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2165 68069000 Mixtures and products of other insulating, insulating and sound
absorbing mineral materials

2166 68071000 Rolled asphalt or similar raw materials
2167 68079000 Other shapes of bitumen or similar raw materials
2168 68080000 Paneling, slabs, tiles, bricks and the like
2169 68091100 Only paper veneers or reinforced uncoated plasterboard, sheets,

bricks, tiles and the like
2170 68091900 Unfinished plasterboard, sheets, bricks, tiles and similar

products that are veneered or reinforced with other materials
2171 68099000 Other gypsum products
2172 68101100 Cement, concrete or artificial stone building blocks and stone

blocks
2173 68101910 Artificial stone bricks, tiles, flat stones and the like
2174 68101990 Other bricks, tiles, flat stones and similar products made of

cement or concrete
2175 68109190 Other prefabricated components for cement construction or civil

engineering
2176 68109910 Railway cement pillow
2177 68109990 Other products made of cement, concrete or artificial stone
2178 68118200 Other sheets, sheets and similar products made of asbestos-free

cellulosic cement or similar materials
2179 68118910 Asbestos-free pipe and pipe fittings
2180 68118990 Other products without asbestos
2181 68128000 Blue asbestos or crocidolite mixture and its products
2182 68159100 Products containing magnesite, dolomite or chromite
2183 69010000 Siliceous fossil powder or bricks, blocks, tiles and other ceramic

products similar to silica
2184 69021000 Refractory bricks, blocks, tiles and similar refractory ceramic

building materials containing more than 50% by weight of
magnesium, calcium or chromium (calculated as magnesium oxide,
calcium oxide and chromium oxide, respectively)

2185 69022000 a refractory brick or block containing more than 50% by weight of
aluminum oxide, silicon dioxide or a mixture or compound thereof
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, tile and similar refractory ceramic building materials
2186 69029000 Other refractory bricks, blocks, tiles and similar refractory

ceramic building materials
2187 69031000 Refractory ceramics with a form of carbon such as graphite or a

mixture thereof >50%
2188 69032000 Alumina or mixed with silica, compound >50% refractory ceramics
2189 69039000 Other refractory ceramic products
2190 69041000 Ceramic building brick
2191 69049000 Ceramic floor tiles, supporting or filling bricks and the like
2192 69060000 Ceramic casing, conduit, channel and pipe fittings
2193 69091100 Ceramics for laboratory, chemical or other technical applications
2194 69091200 Laboratory, chemical or other technical supplies with a Mohs

hardness of 9 or above
2195 69091900 Other pottery for laboratory, chemical or other technology
2196 69149000 Other ceramic products
2197 70010000 Broken glass and waste glass; glass block
2198 70021000 Raw glass ball
2199 70022090 Other unprocessed glass rods
2200 70031200 Cast, rolled colored non-wired glass sheets, sheets
2201 70032000 Cast and rolled wire glass plate, sheet
2202 70033000 Cast and rolled glass profiles and profiles
2203 70042000 Drawn and blown colored glass plates, sheets
2204 70049000 Other glass plates and sheets that are pulled and blown
2205 70051000 Non-wire floating float or polished glass plate with absorbent

layer
2206 70052100 Other colored non-wire floating float or polished glass plates,

sheets
2207 70053000 Wire float or polished glass plate, sheet
2208 70071900 Other tempered safety glass
2209 70072190 Laminated safety glass for vehicles
2210 70072900 Other laminated safety glass
2211 70080010 Hollow or vacuum insulation, acoustic glass components
2212 70080090 Other multi-layer insulation and acoustic glass components
2213 70099100 Other unframed glass mirrors
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2214 70101000 Glass ampoules
2215 70102000 Glass stoppers, caps and similar sealers
2216 70109010 Large container of glass with a volume of ≥1 liter for shipment or

preservation
2217 70109020 0.33 liters < volume ≤ 1 liter of containers for shipping or

storage in glass
2218 70109030 Glass containers with a volume of more than 0.15 liters but not

exceeding 0.33 liters for shipment or preservation
2219 70109090 Glass extra small containers with a volume of no more than 0.15

liters for shipment or preservation
2220 70112010 CRT tube and its parts for cathode ray tube
2221 70112090 Other glass bulbs and parts for cathode ray tubes
2222 70119090 Other similar products with unsealed glass housing parts
2223 70140010 Optical element blank for optical instruments
2224 70140090 Other unprocessed signal glass and glass optics
2225 70151010 Color correction lens blank for vision correction glasses
2226 70159010 Clock glass
2227 70161000 Glass mosaics and other small pieces of glass for inlays or

similar decorations
2228 70169010 Floral lead window glass and similar products
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2229 70169090 Pressed or molded paved glass blocks, bricks for construction
2230 70181000 Small glassware such as glass beads, imitation pearls, and

imitation stones
2231 70182000 Glass beads not exceeding 1 mm in diameter
2232 70191100 Chopped glass fiber not exceeding 50 mm in length
2233 70191200 Glass fiber roving
2234 70193200 Glass fiber (including glass wool) sheet (Baline yarn)
2235 70193910 Glass fiber mat
2236 70193990 Other glass fiber mesh, board and the like
2237 70194000 Glass fiber roving woven fabric
2238 70195100 Other fiberglass woven fabrics up to 30 cm wide

2239 70195200 Glass filament plain fabric with a width of more than 30 cm,
weighing less than 250 g per square meter, single yarn fineness
not exceeding 136 tex

2240 70195900 Other fiberglass woven fabrics
2241 70200012 Insulator glass umbrella tray
2242 70200099 Other non-industrial glass products
2243 71021000 Unrated diamond
2244 71023100 Unprocessed or simply processed non-industrial diamonds
2245 71023900 Other non-industrial diamonds
2246 71039100 Other processed rubies, sapphires, emeralds
2247 71039920 crystal
2248 71039990 Other gems or semi-precious stones processed by other processing
2249 71041000 Piezoelectric quartz
2250 71049012 Industrial sapphire
2251 71049019 Other gemstones or semi-precious stones synthesized or

reconstituted in other industries
2252 71049091 Other non-industrial synthetic diamonds
2253 71049099 Other non-industrial synthetic other gemstones or semi-precious

stones
2254 71090000 Gold-coated material based on base metal or silver
2255 71110000 Platinum-plated material based on base metal, silver or gold
2256 71129910 Waste material containing silver and silver compounds
2257 71131190 Other silver jewelry and its parts
2258 71131991 Other precious metal jewellery with diamonds and parts thereof
2259 71131999 Other precious metal jewellery and parts thereof
2260 71132010 Precious metal jewellery with base metal inlaid with diamonds
2261 71132090 Other precious metal jewellery based on base metal
2262 71141900 Other precious metal gold and silver parts and parts
2263 71159010 Industrial or laboratory precious or precious metal products
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2264 71161000 Natural or cultured pearl products
2265 71162000 Gemstone or semi-precious stone
2266 71171100 Cuffed metal cufflinks and buckles
2267 72029290 Other vanadium iron
2268 72081000 Rolled pattern hot rolled coil
2269 72084000 Hot rolled non-coil rolled with raised pattern
2270 72085200 Hot rolled non-coiled material of 4.75mm≤thickness ≤10mm
2271 72085390 Other hot rolled non-coiled material with 3mm≤thickness <4.75mm
2272 72085410 Hot rolled non-coil with thickness <1.5mm
2273 72085490 Other hot rolled non-coil with thickness <3mm
2274 72089000 Other hot rolled iron or non-alloy steel wide flat rolled products
2275 72091690 Other cold rolled coils with 1mm<thickness <3mm
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2276 72091810 Cold rolled coil with thickness <0.3mm
2277 72091890 Other cold rolled coils with thickness <0.5mm
2278 72092500 Cold rolled non-coil with thickness ≥ 3mm
2279 72092600 Cold rolled non-coil 1mm<thickness <3mm
2280 72092700 Cold rolled non-coil material with 0.5mm≤thickness ≤1mm
2281 72092800 Cold rolled non-coil with thickness <0.5mm
2282 72099000 Other cold rolled iron or non-alloy steel wide flat rolled

products
2283 72104100 Galvanized corrugated iron or non-alloy steel wide sheet
2284 72111300 Unrolled four-sided rolled hot-rolled non-coil, width over 150mm,

thickness not less than 4mm
2285 72111400 Other hot rolled sheets with thickness ≥ 4.75mm
2286 72111900 Other hot rolled iron or non-alloy steel narrow plates
2287 72119000 Cold rolled iron or non-alloy steel other narrow plates
2288 72123000 Other plated or galvanized iron or non-alloy steel narrow plates
2289 72162100 Hot working section height <80mm angle steel
2290 72162200 Hot working section height <80mm T-shaped steel
2291 72163100 Hot working section height ≥ 80mm channel steel
2292 72163290 Other hot-worked section height ≥80mm I-beam
2293 72163319 Other H-shaped steel with 200mm<section height ≤800mm
2294 72163390 Other H-shaped steel with 80mm≤section height≤200mm
2295 72171000 Uncoated or coated iron or non-alloy steel wire
2296 72172000 Plated or galvanized iron or non-alloy steel wire
2297 72173010 Plated or copper coated wire and non-alloy wire
2298 72173090 Iron or non-alloy steel wire plated or coated with other base

metals
2299 72179000 Other wire or non-alloy steel wire
2300 72287010 Track shoe steel
2301 72288000 Other alloy steel hollow drill steel
2302 72292000 Silicon manganese steel wire
2303 72299090 Other alloy steel wire
2304 73011000 Steel sheet pile
2305 73012000 Welded steel angles, profiles and profiles
2306 73023000 Turnout tip rail, split fork, tip rail pull rod
2307 73024000 Steel fish plate, rail pad
2308 73029090 Steel materials for railroad tracks in other railways
2309 73043120 Cold-drawn or cold-rolled iron seamless geological drill pipe and

casing
2310 73044190 Cold-drawn or cold-rolled stainless steel seamless tubes
2311 73051900 Other oil and natural gas crude steel pipes
2312 73052000 Other drilling thick casings for oil and natural gas
2313 73061900 Other oil and gas pipelines
2314 73071900 Malleable cast iron and cast steel pipe accessories

Serial
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2315 73072100 Stainless steel flange
2316 73072200 Stainless steel threaded elbow, elbow, sleeve
2317 73072300 Stainless steel butt weldment
2318 73072900 Stainless steel pipe fittings
2319 73079100 Unlisted steel flange
2320 73079300 Steel butt weldment not listed
2321 73081000 Steel bridges and bridge sections
2322 73082000 Steel tower and lattice pole
2323 73083000 Steel doors and windows and their frames, thresholds
2324 73084000 Steel scaffolding template pit stool with pillars and classes

[121 
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2325 73090000 Volume >300L steel container
2326 73101000 Steel container for materials, 50L≤ volume ≤300L
2327 73102110 Welded or crimped cans and cans with a volume of less than 50

liters
2328 73102190 Cans with a volume of 50 liters or less welded or crimped
2329 73102910 Other cans and cans with a volume below 50 liters
2330 73102990 Other tanks with a volume below 50 liters
2331 73110010 Steel container with compressed or liquefied gas
2332 73110090 Other containers for compressed or liquefied gases
2333 73130000 Barbed wire and steel strands for fences
2334 73141400 Stainless steel woven fabric
2335 73141900 Other steel wire machine fabric
2336 73142000 Rough steel mesh, fence and grille welded at the intersection, the

maximum cross-sectional dimension of the wire is ≥3mm, and the

mesh size is ≥100cm 
2

2337 73143100 Cross-welded or galvanized fine steel wire mesh
2338 73143900 Other fine steel mesh and fence welded at the intersection
2339 73144100 Other galvanized steel wire mesh, enamel and grille
2340 73144200 Other coated steel wire mesh, fences and grilles
2341 73144900 Other steel mesh, fence and grille
2342 73145000 Mesh steel plate
2343 73151190 Other roller chains
2344 73151200 Other hinged chain
2345 73151900 Articulated chain parts
2346 73152000 Snow chain
2347 73158100 Japanese word chain
2348 73158200 Other welding chain
2349 73158900 Unlisted chain
2350 73159000 Non-hinged chain parts
2351 73160000 Steel anchor, multi-claw anchor and its parts
2352 73170000 Nails, pushpins, tacks, corrugated nails, staples (except for

goods subject to taxation 8305) and similar products
2353 73181100 Square head screw
2354 73181200 Other wood screws
2355 73181300 Hook head screw and ring head screw
2356 73181400 Self-tapping screw
2357 73181590 Other screws and bolts
2358 73181600 Nut
2359 73182200 Other washer
2360 73209090 Other spring
2361 73219000 Non-electric household appliance parts
2362 73251010 Industrial non-forgeable products
2363 73251090 Other non-forgeable cast iron products
2364 73259910 Industrial unlisted malleable cast iron products
2365 73259990 Non-industrial unlisted malleable cast iron products

Serial
number
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2366 73261100 Grinding balls and similar products for steel grinders
2367 73261990 Non-industrial unlisted steel products
2368 73262010 Industrial steel wire products
2369 73262090 Non-industrial steel wire products
2370 73269011 Steel fiber and its products
2371 73269090 Other non-industrial steel products
2372 74040000 Copper scrap

Cl 
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2373 74112110 Coiled brass tube
2374 74112190 Copper-zinc alloy (brass) tube
2375 74112200 White copper or German silver tube
2376 74112900 Other copper alloy tubes
2377 74122090 Other copper alloy pipe fittings
2378 74153310 Copper wood screws
2379 74153390 Copper other bolts and nuts
2380 74153900 Other copper thread products
2381 74182000 Copper sanitary appliances and parts thereof
2382 74191000 Copper chain and its parts
2383 74199110 Industrial casting, molding, stamping and other copper products
2384 74199940 Copper wire mesh, mesh, mesh and copper
2385 76012000 Unwrought aluminum alloy
2386 76032000 Flaky aluminum powder
2387 76051100 Pure aluminum
2388 76051900 Pure aluminum filament
2389 76052100 Abrasive wire made of aluminum alloy
2390 76052900 Aluminum alloy filament
2391 76069200 Non-rectangular plates, sheets and strips made of aluminum alloy
2392 76081000 Pure aluminum tube
2393 76082010 Aluminum alloy tube with an outer diameter of not more than 10 cm
2394 76082091 Aluminum alloy tube with an outer diameter of more than 10 cm and

a wall thickness of not more than 25 mm
2395 76082099 Other aluminum alloy tube
2396 76090000 Aluminum pipe fittings
2397 76101000 Aluminum doors and windows and their frames, thresholds
2398 76121000 Aluminum hose container
2399 76129010 Aluminum cans and cans
2400 76129090 Containers such as aluminum crucibles and cans with a volume of

≤300L
2401 76130010 Compressed, liquefied gas aluminum container for retail packaging
2402 76152000 Aluminum sanitary appliances and parts
2403 76169100 Aluminum wire cloth, mesh, fence and grille
2404 76169910 Other industrial aluminum products
2405 76169990 Other non-industrial aluminum products
2406 78041100 Lead sheet, strip and foil with thickness ≤0.2mm
2407 78041900 Lead and lead alloy sheets, foils with thickness >0.2mm
2408 78060010 Lead and lead alloy strips, rods, wires, profiles
2409 78060090 Other lead products
2410 81019600 Tungsten
2411 81019990 Other tungsten products
2412 81029600 Molybdenum wire
2413 81039011 Filaments with a diameter <0.5mm
2414 81039019 Filament with a diameter of ≥0.5mm
2415 81039090 Other forged rolling enamel and its products
2416 81043000 Graded magnesium crumb, scraps, granules; powder

Serial
number
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2

2417 81049010 Forged magnesium
2418 81049020 Magnesium products
2419 81060090 Other enamel and enamel products
2420 81079000 Other Cadmium and Cadmium Products
2421 81089010 Titanium strips, rods, profiles and profiles
2422 81089020 Titanium wire
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2423 81089032 Titanium plate, sheet, strip, foil with thickness >0.8mm
2424 81109000 Other enamel and enamel products
2425 81110090 Other manganese and products
2426 81129940 Forged shackles and their products
2427 81129990 Forged unlisted base metals and their products
2428 81130010 Cermet particles, powder
2429 82011000 Shovel and shovel
2430 82013000 镐, 锄, 耙
2431 82014000 Axe, hook knife and similar cutting tools
2432 82015000 One-handed agricultural scissors such as pruning shears
2433 82016000 Pruning and other two-handed agricultural scissors
2434 82019010 Agricultural fork
2435 82019090 Other hand tools for agriculture, horticulture and forestry
2436 82021000 Hand saw
2437 82023100 Circular saw blade with steel working parts
2438 82023910 Circular saw blade with natural or synthetic diamond, cubic boron

nitride working parts
2439 82023990 Other circular saw blades, including parts
2440 82024000 Chain saw blade
2441 82029110 Straight saw blade for machining metal saws
2442 82029190 Straight saw blade for machining non-mechanical saws for metal
2443 82029990 Other saw blades for non-mechanical saws
2444 82031000 Steel files, rafts and similar tools
2445 82032000 Pliers, tweezers and similar tools
2446 82033000 White iron scissors and similar tools
2447 82034000 Pipe cutter, bolt cutter, punch punch, etc.
2448 82041100 Fixed hand wrench and wrench
2449 82041200 Adjustable manual wrench and wrench
2450 82042000 Interchangeable wrench sleeve
2451 82051000 Manual drilling or tapping tool
2452 82052000 Hand hammer
2453 82053000 Woodworking planes, chisels and similar cutting tools
2454 82054000 Hand screwdriver
2455 82055900 Other hand tools
2456 82056000 blowtorch
2457 82057000 Vise, clamp and similar products
2458 82059000 Complete set of hand tools
2459 82060000 Retail kit consisting of two or more of the items listed in

headings 8202 to 8205
2460 82071300 Rock drilling tool with cermet working parts
2461 82071910 Rock drilling or drilling tools with superhard material components
2462 82071990 Rock drilling tool with working parts of other materials
2463 82072010 Metal drawing or extrusion die with superhard parts
2464 82073000 Forging or stamping tools
2465 82075010 Drilling tool with superhard material parts
2466 82075090 Drilling tool with working parts of other materials
2467 82078010 Turning tools with natural or synthetic diamond and cubic boron

nitride
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2468 82079010 Other interchangeable tools with superhard material parts
2469 82079090 Other interchangeable tools
2470 82082000 Woodworking machinery knives and blades
2471 82083000 Knives and blades for kitchen or food processing machines
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2472 82084000 Knives and blades for agricultural and forestry machines
2473 82090010 Unassembled tool cermet plate
2474 82090021 Cermet bars and rods having a grain size of less than 0.8 μm
2475 82090029 Other tiling bars and rods for unassembled tools
2476 82090030 Unassembled tool with cermet cutter head
2477 82090090 Other tempered similar products for unassembled tools
2478 82100000 Processing manual machinery for food and beverage
2479 82111000 Knife-based package
2480 83012010 Central control door lock for motor vehicles
2481 83012090 Other motor vehicle locks
2482 83014000 Other locks
2483 83015000 Locked buckle and buckle frame
2484 83016000 Lock part
2485 83021000 Hinge (folded leaf)
2486 83022000 Casters with enamel metal brackets
2487 83023000 Base metal attachments and mounts for motor vehicles
2488 83024100 Metal fittings and bases for construction
2489 83024200 Metal fittings and frame for furniture
2490 83024900 Other metal fittings and stand
2491 83026000 Automatic door closer
2492 83030000 Safe, cabinet, vault door
2493 83040000 Office appliances such as metal filing cabinets and file boxes
2494 83071000 Steel hose, accessories available
2495 83079000 Other base metal hoses, with accessories
2496 83081000 Metal hooks, rings and eyes
2497 83082000 贱Metal tubular rivets and open rivets
2498 83089000 Bismuth metal beads and bright wafers
2499 83091000 Crowned cork stopper
2500 83099000 Cover bottle cap screw plug seal and other packaging accessories
2501 83100000 Metallic signs, nameplates, place name plates and similar

products, numbers, etc., except for goods subject to heading 9405
2502 83111000 Base metal electrode for electrode coating and arc welding
2503 83112000 Base metal welding wire with flux as core
2504 83113000 a metal strip or wire coated with a flux or core
2505 83119000 a wire or strip of bismuth metal
2506 84042000 Condenser for water and other steam power plants
2507 84049010 Central heating and hot water boiler auxiliary equipment parts
2508 84049090 Other auxiliary equipment parts
2509 84051000 Gas, acetylene and similar hydrolyzed gas generators
2510 84072900 Other unlisted ignition engines for ships
2511 84073100 Reciprocating piston engine for vehicles, displacement ≤50ml
2512 84073200 Reciprocating piston engine for vehicles, 50ml < displacement ≤

250ml
2513 84079010 Biogas engine
2514 84079090 Other ignited reciprocating or rotary internal combustion engines
2515 84089093 Other diesel engines with power ≥132.39kW
2516 84101390 Other turbines and water wheels with a power of >10000kW
2517 84121090 Non-aerospace jet engine
2518 84122100 Linear hydraulic power unit
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2519 84129010 Aerospace jet engine parts
2520 84131100 Metering pump for dispensing fuel or lubricating oil
2521 84132000 Hand pump
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2522 84135010 Pneumatic reciprocating drain pump
2523 84136021 Electric gear rotary pump
2524 84136090 Other rotary drain pumps
2525 84138100 Other liquid pumps
2526 84142000 Manual or pedal air pump
2527 84143011 Refrigerator and freezer compressor with power ≤0.4kW
2528 84143012 0.4kW < power ≤ 5kW refrigeration and freezer compressor
2529 84143013 0.4kW < power ≤ 5kW air conditioner compressor
2530 84143090 Non-motor driven compressor
2531 84144000 Air compressor mounted on the trailer chassis
2532 84145191 Table fan with power ≤ 125 watts
2533 84145192 Stand fan with power ≤ 125 watts
2534 84145910 Other ceiling fans
2535 84145920 Other ventilation fan
2536 84145930 Centrifugal Fan
2537 84145990 Other fans, fans
2538 84146010 Range hood
2539 84146090 Ventilation cover or circulating air hood with maximum side length

≤120cm
2540 84148020 Carbon dioxide compressor
2541 84148030 Engine supercharger
2542 84149020 Fan, fan, hood and circulating hood parts
2543 84149090 Tax items 8414 other listed machine parts
2544 84151010 Freestanding air conditioner
2545 84151021 Split air conditioner with cooling capacity ≤ 4 kcal/hour
2546 84151022 Split air conditioner with cooling capacity > 4 kcal/hr
2547 84158110 Cooling capacity ≤ 4 thousand kcal / hour heat pump air

conditioner
2548 84158120 Cooling capacity>4 thousand kcal/hour heat pump air conditioner
2549 84158210 Other air conditioners with a cooling capacity of ≤ 4 kcal/hr
2550 84158220 Other air conditioners with a cooling capacity of >4 kcal/h
2551 84158300 Air conditioner without refrigeration
2552 84159010 Air conditioning parts with cooling capacity ≤ 4 kcal/hour
2553 84159090 Air conditioning parts with cooling capacity > 4 kcal/hour
2554 84163000 Mechanical coal feeder and similar devices
2555 84171000 Metal heat treatment furnace and oven
2556 84172000 Bakery oven and oven
2557 84178010 Coke oven
2558 84178030 Cement rotary kiln
2559 84178040 Limestone decomposition furnace
2560 84178090 Other non-electric furnaces and ovens
2561 84179010 Sponge iron rotary kiln parts
2562 84179020 Coke oven parts
2563 84179090 Other non-electric furnaces and oven parts
2564 84181010 Volume>500L refrigeration-freezing combination machine
2565 84181020 200L<volume ≤500L refrigeration-freezing combination machine
2566 84181030 Volume ≤200L refrigeration-freezing combination machine
2567 84182110 Volume >150L compression type household refrigerator
2568 84182120 50L<volume ≤150L compression type household refrigerator
2569 84182130 Compressed household refrigerator with volume ≤50L
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2570 84183010 Refrigeration temperature ≤ -40 ° C, volume ≤ 800L cabinet
freezer
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2571 84183021 Refrigeration temperature >-40 ° C, volume 500-800L cabinet
freezer

2572 84185000 Other equipment equipped with refrigeration or freezing equipment
2573 84186120 Compression heat pump, except for tariff 8415 air conditioning
2574 84186190 Other heat pumps, except for tariffs 8415
2575 84186920 Other refrigeration unit
2576 84189100 Special furniture parts for refrigerating or freezing equipment
2577 84189910 Refrigeration unit and heat pump parts
2578 84189991 Refrigeration temperature ≤ -40 ° C refrigeration equipment parts
2579 84189992 Refrigeration equipment parts with a cooling temperature >-40 ° C

and a volume >500L
2580 84189999 Tax item 8418 Other parts for refrigeration equipment
2581 84193200 Wood, pulp, paper or cardboard dryer
2582 84193990 Dryer for other purposes
2583 84194090 Other distillation or distillation equipment
2584 84195000 Heat exchange device
2585 84196019 Oxygen production <15000 cubic meters / hour oxygen generator
2586 84196090 Other machines for liquefied air or other gases
2587 84198100 Machine for processing and cooking food and beverage
2588 84198910 Hydrogenation reactor
2589 84211100 Cream separator
2590 84211290 Centrifugal dryer with a drying capacity >10kg
2591 84211910 Dehydrator
2592 84212200 Machine and device for filtering or purifying beverages
2593 84212300 Fuel filter for internal combustion engines
2594 84213100 Intake filter for internal combustion engine
2595 84219910 Household filter and purification unit parts
2596 84221900 Non-domestic dishwasher
2597 84222000 Washing or drying machines for bottles and other containers
2598 84223029 Other cement packaging machine
2599 84223030 Other packaging machine
2600 84229010 Dishwasher parts
2601 84229020 Beverage and liquid food filling equipment parts
2602 84229090 Tax item 8422 other unlisted machine parts
2603 84232010 Electronic belt scale
2604 84232090 Scales for continuous weighing on other conveyor belts
2605 84233030 Batching scale
2606 84233090 Other constant scales, material quantitative loading scales
2607 84238110 Pricing scale with a maximum weighing of ≤30kg
2608 84238120 Spring balance with a maximum weighing of ≤30kg
2609 84238190 Other weighing instruments with a maximum weighing of ≤30kg
2610 84238210 30kg<maximum weighing ≤5000kg
2611 84238290 Other weighing instruments of 30kg<maximum weighing ≤5000kg
2612 84238930 Other crane scales
2613 84238990 Other scales
2614 84239000 Various weights, scales and parts for weighing instruments
2615 84241000 Fire extinguisher
2616 84242000 Spray gun and similar appliances
2617 84243000 Steam jet, sand blasting machine and similar jet
2618 84244100 Portable sprayer for agriculture or gardening
2619 84244900 Other agricultural or garden sprayers
2620 84248200 Other agricultural or horticultural sprays, spreaders
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2621 84251100 Electric block and hoist
2622 84253110 Electric hoisting device for mine mouth and underground
2623 84254990 Other lifting hoists for vehicles
2624 84261120 Universal bridge crane
2625 84263000 Portal crane and seat jib crane
2626 84271090 Other electric motor-driven forklifts and liftable work vehicles
2627 84272010 Container forklift
2628 84272090 Other motor forklifts and similar equipment work vehicles
2629 84279000 Other forklifts and liftable work vehicles
2630 84291110 Track-type tractor with power >235.36kW
2631 84291190 Crawler bulldozer with power ≤235.36kW
2632 84295100 Front shovel loader
2633 84295212 Crawler excavator
2634 84295900 Other mechanical shovel, excavator and shovel loader
2635 84301000 Pile driver and pile driver
2636 84302000 Snowplow and snow blower
2637 84306919 Engineering drilling rig with drill pipe diameter ≤3m
2638 84306920 Non-self-propelled scraper
2639 84306990 Other non-self-propelled unlisted machinery
2640 84312090 Other mechanical parts listed in heading 8427
2641 84314100 Buckets, buckets, grabs and grippers
2642 84314200 Bulldozer or side shovel bulldozer
2643 84314310 Oil or gas drilling machine parts
2644 84331100 Motorized rotary mower
2645 84331900 Other lawn mowers for lawns, parks, etc.
2646 84335100 Combine harvester
2647 84335200 Other thresher
2648 84335910 Sugar cane harvester
2649 84341000 Milking machine
2650 84351000 Press, crusher, etc.
2651 84361000 Animal feed preparation machine
2652 84362900 Poultry breeding machine
2653 84368000 Other machines for agriculture, forestry, gardening, etc.
2654 84369100 Poultry feeders, incubators and brooder parts
2655 84369900 Parts of other machines listed in heading 8436
2656 84371090 Cleaning, sorting or classifying of other crops
2657 84378000 Grain milling processing machine
2658 84381000 Pastry production and processing machine
2659 84383000 Sugar machine
2660 84385000 Meat or poultry processing machine
2661 84386000 Fruit, nut or vegetable processing machine
2662 84388000 Chapter 84 Other processing machines such as unlisted foods
2663 84391000 Machine for making cellulose pulp
2664 84392000 Paper or cardboard copying machine
2665 84393000 Paper or cardboard finishing machine
2666 84409000 Bookbinding machine parts
2667 84411000 Paper cutter
2668 84413010 Paper plastic aluminum composite tank production equipment
2669 84413090 Other machines for making boxes, boxes, buckets and similar

containers
2670 84418010 Manufacturing equipment for paper-plastic aluminum flexible

packaging
2671 84418090 Other machines for making pulp products and paper products
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2672 84419010 Paper cutter parts
2673 84419090 Other machine parts for making pulp and paper products
2674 84423010 Casting machine
2675 84423021 Computer-to-plate equipment
2676 84423029 To plate making machines, appliances and equipment
2677 84423090 Other casting, plate making machines, appliances and equipment
2678 84424000 Casting, typesetting, parts for plate making machines
2679 84425000 Type, print, film and other parts
2680 84431400 Take-up feed letterpress printing machine
2681 84431500 Other letterpress printing machines
2682 84431600 Flexographic printing machine
2683 84433221 Digital inkjet printer
2684 84433222 Digital electrophotographic (laser) printing machine
2685 84433229 Other digital printing equipment
2686 84433923 Thermal copying equipment
2687 84433931 Other independent inkjet printers
2688 84433939 Other independent digital printing equipment
2689 84439111 Web feeder
2690 84439119 Other auxiliary machines for traditional printing presses
2691 84439190 Parts and accessories for traditional printing presses
2692 84439910 Auxiliary machine for digital printing equipment
2693 84439921 Thermal print head
2694 84439929 Other parts of digital printing equipment
2695 84440010 Synthetic filament spinning machine
2696 84440050 Chemical fiber cutting machine
2697 84451220 Wool textile fiber combing machine
2698 84451321 Cotton roving machine
2699 84451322 Wool roving machine
2700 84451900 Other pretreatment machines for textile fibers
2701 84452032 Air spinning machine
2702 84452039 Other free end spinning machines
2703 84452042 Wool ring spinning machine
2704 84452049 Other ring spinning machines
2705 84453000 Parallel machine or twisting machine
2706 84459020 Sizing machine
2707 84459090 Other machines for the production and processing of textile yarns
2708 84461000 Looms with width ≤ 30cm
2709 84463040 Water jet loom with width >30cm
2710 84463090 Other shuttleless looms >30cm in width
2711 84471100 Circular knitting machine with cylinder diameter ≤165mm
2712 84471200 Circular knitting machine with cylinder diameter >165mm
2713 84472012 Raschel warp knitting machine
2714 84472019 Other warp knitting machine
2715 84472030 Stitching machine
2716 84479019 Other tufting machines
2717 84479020 Embroidery machine
2718 84479090 Tax item 8447 other unlisted machines
2719 84490090 Other fabric manufacturing or finishing machines; hat molds
2720 84501110 Pneumatic automatic washing machine with a drying capacity of

≤10kg
2721 84501120 Drum type automatic washing machine with a drying capacity of

≤10kg
2722 84501190 Other fully automatic washing machines with a drying capacity of

≤10kg
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2723 84502011 Pneumatic washing machine with a drying capacity >10kg
2724 84502012 Drum type automatic washing machine with a drying capacity >10kg
2725 84502019 Other fully automatic washing machines with a drying capacity

>10kg
2726 84502090 Other washing machines with a drying capacity >10kg
2727 84509090 Washing machine parts with a drying capacity of >10kg
2728 84512900 Dryer with a drying capacity >10kg
2729 84513000 Ironing machine and extruder (including melt press)
2730 84515000 Textile roughing machine
2731 84519000 Parts of the machine listed in heading 8451
2732 84521010 Multi-function household sewing machine
2733 84521091 Manual household sewing machine
2734 84522110 Non-home automatic sewing machine
2735 84522120 Non-home automatic overlock sewing machine
2736 84522130 Non-home automatic stretch sewing machine
2737 84522190 Other non-domestic automatic sewing machines
2738 84522900 Other non-home non-automatic sewing machines
2739 84523000 Sewing machine needle
2740 84529019 Other parts for household sewing machines
2741 84529099 Other parts for other sewing machines
2742 84531000 Rawhide, leather processing, tanning or processing machines
2743 84532000 Footwear making or repairing machine
2744 84541000 Metal smelting and casting converter
2745 84542010 Furnace refining equipment
2746 84542090 Other ingots and ladle for metal smelting and casting
2747 84543021 Billet continuous casting machine
2748 84543022 Slab caster
2749 84543029 Other billet continuous casting machine
2750 84543090 Other metal smelting and casting casting machines
2751 84549010 Parts for refining equipment outside the furnace
2752 84549021 Crystallizer
2753 84549022 Vibration device
2754 84549029 Other billet casting machine parts
2755 84549090 Other parts for converters and casting machines for smelting, etc.
2756 84551010 Hot rolling mill
2757 84551020 Cold rolling mill
2758 84551090 Other metal pipe mill
2759 84552110 Plate hot rolling mill
2760 84552120 Steel mill
2761 84552190 Other hot rolling or hot and cold combined rolling mills
2762 84552210 Sheet cold rolling mill
2763 84552290 Other cold rolling mills
2764 84553000 Roller for rolling mill
2765 84559000 Other rolling mill parts
2766 84563090 Non-CNC machine tools for treating various materials with electric

discharge
2767 84571099 Other machining centers for processing metals
2768 84581900 Non-CNC horizontal lathe for cutting metal
2769 84589900 Other lathes for cutting metal
2770 84592900 Other drilling machines for cutting metal
2771 84593100 CNC boring and milling machine for cutting metal
2772 84594900 Other trampolines for cutting metal
2773 84596990 Other milling machines for cutting metals

Cl 
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2774 84597000 Other tapping machines for cutting metals
2775 84602911 Other high precision cylindrical grinding machines
2776 84602919 Other high precision grinding machines
2777 84602990 Other grinding machines
2778 84603900 Other sharpening (tool or tool) machine tools
2779 84609010 grinder
2780 84615000 Sawing machine or cutting machine
2781 84619090 Unlisted machine tool for heading 8461
2782 84622910 Non-CNC straightening machine
2783 84622990 Other non-CNC sheet metal working machines
2784 84623990 Other shearing machine
2785 84629110 Metal profile extrusion machine
2786 84631011 Cold drawing machine with drawing force of 300 tons or less
2787 84631020 Wire drawing machine
2788 84633000 Wire processing machine
2789 84652000 Processing center for processing materials such as wood
2790 84659100 Sawing machine for processing wood and other materials
2791 84659200 Planing, milling or cutting machines for processing materials such

as wood
2792 84659300 Grinding or polishing machine for processing materials such as

wood
2793 84659500 Drilling or chiseling machine for processing materials such as

wood
2794 84659600 Cutting, cutting or scraping machines for materials such as wood
2795 84659900 Other machine tools for processing materials such as wood
2796 84671100 Rotary portable pneumatic tool
2797 84671900 Other portable pneumatic tools
2798 84672100 Electric drill
2799 84672210 Electric chain saw
2800 84672290 Other electric saw
2801 84672910 Electric sanding tool
2802 84,672,990 Other power tools
2803 84678100 Portable hydraulic or other power chain saw
2804 84678900 Other portable hydraulic or other power tools
2805 84679110 Electric chain saw parts
2806 84679190 Other parts for chainsaw
2807 84679200 Pneumatic tool parts
2808 84679910 Other portable power tool parts
2809 84679990 Other portable tool parts
2810 84681000 Portable spray welder
2811 84682000 Other gas welding or surface tempering machines and devices
2812 84689000 Welding machine parts
2813 84729060 Typewriter, except for the printer of heading 8443
2814 84734010 Automatic teller machine with cash dispenser and recirculating

machine
2815 84734020 Word processor, typewriter accessories
2816 84734090 Other office machine accessories listed in heading 8472
2817 84743100 Concrete or mortar mixing machine
2818 84743200 Mineral and asphalt mixing machine
2819 84751000 Packaging machine for incandescent lamp, lamp, etc.
2820 84752100 Machine for making optical fibers and their preforms
2821 84752990 Manufacturing or thermal processing machines for other glass and

its products
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2822 84762100 Beverage vending machine with heating or cooling unit
2823 84768100 Vending machine with heating or cooling unit
2824 84768900 Other vending machines

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

2825 84769000 Parts of the machine listed in heading 8476
2826 84789000 Tobacco processing and manufacturing parts for machinery
2827 84791090 Other machines for public works
2828 84794000 Rope or cable manufacturing machine
2829 84796000 Evaporative air cooler
2830 84801000 Metal casting box
2831 84802000 Mold base plate
2832 84804110 Die casting mold
2833 84804120 Powder metallurgy stamper
2834 84804190 Injection molding or compression molding of other metals and hard

alloys
2835 84804900 Other molds for metals and hard alloys
2836 84805000 Glass mold
2837 84806000 Model for mineral materials
2838 84819010 Valve parts
2839 84819090 Parts for faucets, cocks and similar devices
2840 84821010 Self-aligning ball bearing
2841 84821020 Deep groove ball bearing
2842 84821090 Other ball bearings
2843 84822000 Tapered roller bearing
2844 84823000 Drum roller bearing
2845 84824000 Needle bearing
2846 84828000 Other rolling bearings and ball and column hybrid bearings
2847 84829100 Balls, needles and rollers
2848 84834090 Other gears and gears
2849 84835000 Flywheel, pulley and pulley block
2850 84836000 Clutches and couplings (including universal joints)
2851 84839000 Other parts such as toothed wheels
2852 84879000 Chapter 84 Other Tax Numbers Not Listed Machine Parts
2853 85011091 Micromotors with a housing size of 20 mm or more but no more than

39 mm
2854 85011099 Other micro motors with an output power not exceeding 37.5 watts
2855 85013400 DC motor and generator with output power exceeding 375 kW
2856 85014000 Other single-phase AC motors
2857 85015200 Multiphase AC motor with output power exceeding 750 watts but not

exceeding 75 kW
2858 85015300 Multiphase AC motor with output power exceeding 75 kW
2859 85016300 Alternator with output power exceeding 375 kVA but not exceeding

750 kVA
2860 85016410 Alternator with output power exceeding 750 kVA but not exceeding

350 MVA
2861 85016420 Alternator with output power exceeding 350 MVA but not exceeding

665 MVA
2862 85021200 Diesel generator set with output power exceeding 75 kVA but not

exceeding 375 kVA
2863 85021320 Diesel generator set with output power exceeding 2 MVA
2864 85022000 Generator set with ignited piston internal combustion engine
2865 85023900 Other generator sets
2866 85030010 Motor parts listed in subheads 8501.1010 and 8501.1091
2867 85030090 Other parts used exclusively or primarily for the machines listed
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in heading 8501 or 8502
2868 85041010 Electronic ballast
2869 85041090 Other ballasts for discharge lamps or discharge tubes
2870 85042100 Liquid medium transformer with rated capacity not exceeding 650

kVA
2871 85043490 Other transformers with a rated capacity exceeding 500 kVA
2872 85044014 DC regulated power supply with power less than 1 kW and accuracy

less than 1 in 10,000
2873 85044020 Uninterruptible power supply
2874 85044030 Inverter
2875 85049011 Parts for transformers listed in subheads 8504.2321, 8504.2329

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

2876 85049019 Other transformer parts
2877 85049020 Regulated power supply and uninterruptible power supply parts
2878 85049090 Other static converters and inductor parts
2879 85051110 Rare earth permanent magnet
2880 85051900 Other permanent magnets and articles for preparing permanent

magnets after magnetization
2881 85052000 Electromagnetic coupling, clutch and brake
2882 85059010 Electromagnetic lifting suction cup
2883 85059090 Electromagnet; electromagnet or permanent magnet chuck, fixture;

parts for goods listed in heading 8509
2884 85061019 Other alkaline zinc-manganese batteries
2885 85061090 Primary battery and primary battery pack of other manganese

dioxide
2886 85064000 Primary battery and primary battery pack of silver oxide
2887 85065000 Lithium primary battery and primary battery pack
2888 85066000 Zinc air primary battery and primary battery pack
2889 85069010 Manganese dioxide primary battery and parts of primary battery

pack
2890 85071000 Start lead-acid battery for piston engine
2891 85074000 Nickel iron battery
2892 85075000 Nickel-metal hydride battery
2893 85076000 Lithium ion battery
2894 85078090 Other battery
2895 85079010 Lead-acid battery parts
2896 85081100 Electric vacuum cleaner with a power not exceeding 1500 watts and

a dust collecting container volume not exceeding 20 liters
2897 85094010 Fruit or vegetable juicer
2898 85098090 Other household electric appliances (except for vacuum cleaners of

tariff item 8508)
2899 85099000 Parts of household electric appliances (except for vacuum cleaners

of tariff item 8508)
2900 85101000 Electric shaver
2901 85102000 Electric hair clipper
2902 85103000 Electric epilator
2903 85109000 Parts of goods listed in heading 8510
2904 85112090 Other ignition magnets, permanent magnet DC generators and

magnetic flywheels
2905 85113090 Other distributors, ignition coils
2906 85114099 Other starter motors and dual-purpose starter generators
2907 85115090 Other generator
2908 85118000 Other electric ignition and electric starting devices for internal

combustion engines
2909 85121000 Bicycle lighting or visual signal device
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2910 85122010 Lighting device for motor vehicles
2911 85122090 Visual signal device for motor vehicles
2912 85123011 Motor vehicle horn, buzzer
2913 85123012 Burglar alarm for motor vehicles
2914 85123019 Other audio signal devices for motor vehicles
2915 85123090 Bicycle audio signal device
2916 85124000 Windshield wiper, defroster and mist eliminator
2917 85129000 Parts of goods listed in heading 8512
2918 85149010 Steelmaking electric furnace parts
2919 85151100 Soldering iron and welding torch
2920 85152191 Straight seam pipe welding machine
2921 85152900 Other resistance welding machines and devices
2922 85153191 Spiral pipe welding machine
2923 85153199 Other fully automatic or semi-automatic arc (including plasma arc)

welding machines and devices
2924 85153900 Other arc (including plasma arc) welding machines and devices
2925 85162910 Electric soil heater
2926 85162931 Fan space heater

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

2927 85162932 Liquid filled space heater
2928 85163100 Hair dryer
2929 85165000 Microwave oven
2930 85166010 Induction cooker
2931 85166050 Electric oven
2932 85166090 Other electric furnaces, electric cookers, electric hot plates,

heating rings, grills and roasters
2933 85167110 Drop coffee machine
2934 85167120 Distilled percolating coffee machine
2935 85167130 Pump coffee machine
2936 85167220 Slice toaster (toaster)
2937 85167290 Other electric toaster
2938 85167910 Electric water dispenser
2939 85167990 Other electric appliances
2940 85168000 Heating resistor
2941 85169010 Soil heater and heating resistor parts
2942 85169090 Parts of other goods listed in heading 8516
2943 85176910 Other wireless devices
2944 85177040 Interphone parts (except antenna)
2945 85177070 Antennas and parts for equipment listed in heading 8517
2946 85181000 Microphone (microphone) and its frame
2947 85184000 Audio amplifier
2948 85185000 Electrical amplifier unit
2949 85189000 Parts of goods listed in heading 8518
2950 85192000 a sound recording or playback device that makes work by means of

coins, tokens, etc.
2951 85229022 magnetic head
2952 85229023 Head part
2953 85229031 Laser disc player movement
2954 85229039 Other parts and accessories for video signal recording or playback

equipment
2955 85229091 Car audio repeater or transmitter
2956 85229099 Other parts for sound recording or playback equipment
2957 85232919 Recorded disk
2958 85234990 Recorded other optical media
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2959 85238019 Unrecorded record
2960 85238091 Other unrecorded media
2961 85258011 Special purpose TV camera
2962 85261010 Navigation radar equipment
2963 85261090 Other radar equipment
2964 85269110 Radio navigation equipment for motor vehicles
2965 85269190 Other radio navigation equipment
2966 85269200 Radio remote control equipment
2967 85284990 Other monochrome cathode ray tube monitors
2968 85285212 Other color LCD monitors, can be connected to the automatic data

processing equipment of the taxation 8471
2969 85285219 Other monochrome LCD monitors, can be connected to the automatic

data processing equipment of the taxation 8471
2970 85285910 Other color monitors
2971 85285990 Other monochrome monitors
2972 85286220 Other color projectors, can be connected to the automatic data

processing equipment of the taxation 8471
2973 85286910 Other color projectors
2974 85286990 Other monochrome projectors
2975 85287110 Color satellite television receiver without display
2976 85287180 Other color television receivers without display
2977 85287221 LCD color analog TV

 

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

2978 85287222 LCD color digital TV
2979 85287292 Other color digital television
2980 85287300 Other monochrome TV
2981 85291010 Antenna or antenna reflector for radar and radio navigation

equipment and parts thereof
2982 85291090 Other antenna or antenna reflector and its parts
2983 85299041 Special-purpose TV cameras, video camcorders, and parts for

digital cameras
2984 85299042 Non-special purpose imaging module
2985 85299049 Other TV cameras, video camcorders, digital camera parts
2986 85299050 Radar equipment and other parts for radio navigation equipment
2987 85299060 Other parts for radios and their combination machines
2988 85299081 Other parts for color TV receivers
2989 85299082 Plasma imaging assembly and its parts
2990 85301000 Electrical signal, safety or traffic management equipment for

railways or tramways
2991 85308000 Electrical signal, safety or traffic management equipment for

roads or inland waterways, parking lots, ports or airports
2992 85311000 Anti-theft or fire alarm and similar devices
2993 85318010 buzzer
2994 85318090 Other electrical or visual signal devices
2995 85352910 Automatic circuit breaker for lines with voltages of 72.5 kV and

above but not higher than 220 kV
2996 85352920 Automatic circuit breaker for lines with voltages above 220 kV but

not higher than 750 kV
2997 85353090 Other isolating switches and intermittent switches
2998 85354000 Arrester, voltage limiter and surge suppressor
2999 85359000 Other electrical devices for switching, protection or connection

of circuits for voltages exceeding 1000 volts
3000 85362000 Automatic circuit breaker for voltages up to 1000 volts
3001 85363000 Other circuit protection devices for voltages up to 1000 volts
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3002 85364110 Relay for voltages up to 36 volts
3003 85364900 Relay for voltages over 60 volts
3004 85366100 Lamp holder for voltages up to 1000 volts
3005 85381010 Plates, plates, tables, cabinets and other bases for goods listed

in subheading 8537.2010
3006 85381090 Plates, plates, tables, cabinets and other bases for other goods

listed in heading 8537
3007 85391000 Closed spotlight
3008 85392110 Scientific research and medical special tungsten halogen lamp
3009 85392120 Tungsten halogen lamps for trains, aircraft and ships
3010 85392130 Tungsten halogen lamp for motor vehicles
3011 85392210 Incandescent bulbs for research and medical use with a power not

exceeding 200 watts and rated voltages exceeding 100 volts
3012 85392920 Other incandescent bulbs for trains, aircraft and ships
3013 85393110 Hot cathode fluorescent lamp for scientific research and medical

use
3014 85393191 Compact fluorescent lamp
3015 85393199 Other hot cathode fluorescent lamps
3016 85393230 Sodium vapor lamp
3017 85393290 Metal halide lamp
3018 85393910 Other discharge lamps for scientific research and medical use
3019 85394100 Arc lamp
3020 85395000 Light-emitting diode (LED) bulb (tube)
3021 85399000 Parts of goods listed in heading 8539
3022 85402010 Television camera tube
3023 85404010 Colored data/graphic display tube with a screen phosphor dot

spacing of less than 0.4 mm
3024 85404020 Monochrome data/graphic display tube
3025 85408100 Receiving tube or amplifying tube
3026 85409110 Parts for cathode ray television picture tubes
3027 85409190 Other parts for cathode ray tubes
3028 85409910 Parts for television camera tubes

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

3029 85432010 General purpose signal generator with output signal frequency less
than 1500 MHz

3030 85432090 Other signal generator
3031 85437093 Electric fence trigger
3032 85441100 Copper winding wire
3033 85441900 Other winding wires
3034 85443020 Ignition wiring group for motor vehicles and other wiring groups
3035 85446013 Cables with a rated voltage exceeding 35 kV but not exceeding 110

kV
3036 85446014 Cables with a rated voltage exceeding 110 kV but not exceeding 220

kV
3037 85446019 Other cables with a rated voltage exceeding 1000 volts
3038 85446090 Other electrical conductors with a rated voltage exceeding 1000

volts
3039 85451100 Furnace carbon electrode
3040 85451900 Other carbon electrodes
3041 85452000 Carbon brush
3042 85459000 Lamp carbon rods, battery carbon rods and other graphite or carbon

products for electrical equipment
3043 85461000 Glass insulator
3044 85462090 Other ceramic insulators
3045 86040099 Other repair or service vehicles for railways or tramways
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3046 86090012 20 foot tank container
3047 86090019 20 feet of other containers
3048 86090090 Other containers
3049 87011000 Single-axis tractor
3050 87019190 Other tractors with a power of ≤18 kW
3051 87019290 18 kW <power ≤ 37 kW other tractor
3052 87019310 37 kW <power ≤ 75 kW tractor
3053 87019390 37 kW < other tractors with power ≤ 75 kW
3054 87019510 Tractor with a power >130 kW
3055 87051021 All-terrain crane truck with a maximum lifting weight of ≤50 tons
3056 87051091 Other crane trucks with a maximum lifting weight of ≤50 tons
3057 87052000 Motorized drilling vehicle
3058 87054000 Motorized concrete mixer
3059 87059030 Mobile environment monitoring vehicle
3060 87059040 Motorized medical vehicle
3061 87059059 Other motorized power car
3062 87059070 Road (including runway) snow sweeper
3063 87059080 Oil logging truck, fracturing truck, sand mixer
3064 87059091 Concrete pump truck
3065 87059099 Other special purpose motor vehicles
3066 87060022 Truck chassis weighing <14 tons
3067 87060090 Other motor vehicle chassis
3068 87081000 Buffer (bumper) and its parts
3069 87082100 Seat belt
3070 87082930 Window regulator
3071 87082941 Car electric sunroof
3072 87082942 Car manual sunroof
3073 87082951 side wall
3074 87082952 Car door
3075 87082953 Engine cover
3076 87082954 Front wall
3077 87082955 Luggage compartment cover (or back door)
3078 87082956 Back circumference
3079 87082957 Fender (or fender)

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

3080 87082959 Other cover parts for the body
3081 87082990 Unlisted parts and accessories for the body
3082 87083010 Brake lining on the shoe
3083 87083029 Anti-lock brake system (ABS) for other vehicles
3084 87083091 Tractor, tractor brake and its parts
3085 87083092 Brakes for large passenger cars and their parts
3086 87083093 Non-road dump truck brakes and parts thereof
3087 87083094 Brakes for diesel and gasoline light trucks and their parts
3088 87083095 Brakes for heavy trucks and their parts
3089 87083096 Tax item 8705 special vehicle brakes and parts thereof
3090 87083099 Other brakes and parts for motor vehicles not listed
3091 87084010 Tractor, tractor gearbox and parts
3092 87084020 Large passenger car gearbox and its parts
3093 87084030 Gearbox and parts for off-highway dump truck
3094 87084040 Gearbox and parts for diesel and gasoline light trucks
3095 87085073 Drive axle and parts for off-highway dump truck
3096 87085074 Drive axle and parts for diesel and gasoline light trucks
3097 87085075 Drive axle and parts for heavy goods vehicles
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3098 87085076 Taxi 8705 special vehicle drive axle and its parts
3099 87085079 Other drive axles and parts for motor vehicles not listed
3100 87085081 Non-drive axles and parts for tractors and tractors
3101 87085082 Non-drive axle and parts for large passenger cars
3102 87085083 Non-drive axles for off-highway dump trucks and their parts
3103 87085084 Non-drive axles and parts for diesel and gasoline light trucks
3104 87085085 Non-drive axles and parts for heavy goods vehicles
3105 87085089 Other non-driven axles and parts for motor vehicles not listed
3106 87087010 Tractor, tractor wheel and its parts, accessories
3107 87087020 Large passenger car wheel and its parts and accessories
3108 87087030 Wheels for off-highway dump trucks and their parts and accessories
3109 87087040 Wheels for diesel and gasoline light trucks, parts and accessories

thereof
3110 87087050 Wheels for heavy goods vehicles and their parts and accessories
3111 87087060 Tax item 8705 special vehicle wheel and its parts and accessories
3112 87087091 Aluminum alloy wheel and its parts and accessories
3113 87087099 Other wheels and their parts, accessories
3114 87088010 Suspension shock absorbers and parts for vehicles listed in

heading 8703
3115 87089120 Oil cooler
3116 87089190 Other radiators and their parts
3117 87089310 Tractor, tractor clutch and its parts
3118 87089330 Clutch and parts for off-highway dump truck
3119 87089340 Clutch and parts for diesel and gasoline light trucks
3120 87089350 Heavy duty truck clutch and its parts
3121 87089360 Tax item 8705 special vehicle clutch and its parts
3122 87089390 Other unnamed motor vehicle clutches and parts thereof
3123 87089450 Steering wheel, steering column, steering gear and parts for heavy

goods vehicles
3124 87089500 Airbag device for motor vehicles
3125 87089910 Tractor, other parts and accessories for tractors
3126 87089931 Off-road dump truck frame
3127 87089939 Other parts and accessories for off-highway dump trucks
3128 87089951 Heavy truck frame
3129 87089959 Other parts and accessories for heavy goods vehicles
3130 87089960 Tax item 8705 Other parts and accessories for special vehicles

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

3131 87089991 Other unlisted motor vehicle frames
3132 87089992 Other drive shafts for unlisted motor vehicles
3133 87089999 Other unlisted parts and accessories for unlisted motor vehicles
3134 87141000 Parts and accessories for motorcycles (including machine pedals)
3135 87161000 Van and semi-trailer for living or camping
3136 87162000 Agricultural self-loading or dump trailers and semi-trailers
3137 87163190 Other tank trailers and semi-trailers
3138 87163910 Container trailer and semi-trailer
3139 87163990 Other cargo trailers and semi-trailers
3140 87164000 Other unlisted trailers and semi-trailers
3141 87168000 Other unlisted non-motor vehicles
3142 88022000 Aircraft and other aircraft with an empty load of ≤ 2 tons
3143 88023000 2 tons of aircraft and other aircraft with an empty load of ≤ 15

tons
3144 88052100 Air combat simulator and its parts
3145 89031000 Inflatable speedboats, rowing boats and canoes for recreation or

sports
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3146 89080000 Ships and other floating structures for disassembly
3147 90012000 Sheet and plate made of polarizing material
3148 90014010 Glass color lens
3149 90014091 Glass sunglasses
3150 90019010 Color filter
3151 90019090 Other optical components
3152 90021110 Objective lens for special purpose cameras (subheadings 9006.3000,

9006.5921, 9006.5929)
3153 90021120 Microscope reader objective lens
3154 90021910 Objective lens for camera or projector
3155 90021990 Other objectives not listed in the heading 9002
3156 90022010 Camera color filter
3157 90022090 Other optical instruments or device filters
3158 90029010 Camera with unlisted optics
3159 90029090 Other optical instruments with unnamed optical components
3160 90031920 Natural material frame
3161 90031990 Other frames
3162 90041000 Sunglasses
3163 90051000 Binoculars
3164 90058090 Other optical telescopes
3165 90065100 Camera with lens framing and film width not exceeding 35 mm
3166 90065921 Electronic color separation machine
3167 90065929 Other plate making cameras
3168 90065990 Other unlisted cameras in heading 9006
3169 90085010 slide projector
3170 90085039 Other image projector
3171 90085040 Photo (except movie) amplifier and shrinking machine
3172 90105010 Negative display
3173 90105022 Other printing equipment for special photography
3174 90105029 Other photofinishing equipment for photography
3175 90118000 Other compound optical microscope
3176 90132000 Laser
3177 90138010 magnifier
3178 90138020 Optical door eye
3179 90139020 Parts and accessories for instruments and appliances listed in

subheading 9013.8030
3180 90139090 Parts and accessories for other instruments and apparatus listed

in heading 9013
3181 90141000 Directional compass

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

3182 90149010 Autopilot parts and accessories
3183 90149090 Parts and accessories for other navigation instruments and devices
3184 90151000 rangefinder
3185 90152000 Theodolite and tachymeter
3186 90154000 Photogrammetric instrument and device
3187 90158000 Other geodetic instruments and devices
3188 90159000 Parts and accessories of instruments and devices listed in heading

9015
3189 90181299 Other ultrasonic scanning devices
3190 90181310 Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging device
3191 90181390 NMR imaging kit parts
3192 90181941 Audiometer
3193 90182000 Ultraviolet and infrared devices
3194 90184910 Dental chair with dental equipment
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3195 90185000 Other instruments and apparatus for ophthalmology
3196 90189010 Stethoscope
3197 90189040 Renal dialysis equipment (artificial kidney)
3198 90189070 Anesthesia equipment
3199 90189091 Intrauterine device
3200 90191010 Massage apparatus
3201 90211000 Orthopedic or fracture instrument
3202 90212100 denture
3203 90221300 Other dental X-ray application equipment
3204 90221400 Other medical, surgical or veterinary X-ray applications
3205 90221920 X-ray nondestructive testing instrument
3206 90221990 Other non-medical X-ray application equipment
3207 90222100 Application equipment for alpha, beta, gamma rays for medical,

surgical, dental or veterinary use
3208 90222990 Other alpha, beta, gamma ray application equipment
3209 90223000 X-ray tube
3210 90230010 Teaching head
3211 90230090 Other instruments, devices and models dedicated to demonstration

(eg teaching or exhibition) without other uses
3212 90241010 Electronic universal testing machine
3213 90241020 Hardness Tester
3214 90241090 Other machines and apparatus for testing metal materials
3215 90249000 Parts and accessories for machines and appliances that test the

performance of various materials
3216 90251910 Non-liquid industrial thermometers and pyrometers
3217 90251990 Non-liquid non-industrial thermometer, pyrometer
3218 90259000 Parts and accessories of instruments and devices listed in heading

9025
3219 90272011 Gas Chromatograph
3220 90272012 Liquid chromatography
3221 90272019 Other chromatograph
3222 90283013 Single-phase electronic (static) watt-hour meter
3223 90283014 Three-phase electronic (static) watt-hour meter
3224 90283090 Other fuel gauges
3225 90289010 Parts and accessories for industrial measuring instruments
3226 90302010 Universal oscilloscope with test frequency less than 300 MHz
3227 90302090 Other scope
3228 90303110 Digital multimeter with a range of no more than five and a half,

without a recording device
3229 90303190 Other multimeters without recording devices
3230 90303200 Multimeter with recording device
3231 90303310 Digital ammeter, voltmeter with no more than five and a half

digits, without recording device
3232 90303390 Other instruments and devices for detecting voltage, current or

power without a recording device

Serial
number

Tariff

number 
1

Product
short

name 
2

3233 90308410 Inductance and capacitance tester with recording device
3234 90308490 Other power measuring or inspection instruments and devices with

recording devices
3235 90308910 Other Inductance and Capacitance Testers
3236 90308990 Other power measurement or inspection instruments and devices
3237 90309000 Parts and accessories of instruments and devices listed in heading

9030
3238 90311000 Mechanical parts balance testing machine
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3239 90312000 Test Bench
3240 90314910 Contour projector
3241 90318039 Other non-destructive testing equipment
3242 90322000 Constant pressure device
3243 90328100 Hydraulic or pneumatic automatic adjustment or control instruments

and devices
3244 90328919 Other train automatic control system (ATC) vehicle equipment
3245 90328990 Other automatic adjustment or control instruments and devices
3246 91011100 Mechanical indicator type precious metal electronic watch
3247 91012100 Self-winding precious metal mechanical watch
3248 91021200 Other electronic watches with photoelectric display
3249 91039000 Mechanical clock with watch movement
3250 91040000 a similar clock used for instrument panel clocks and vehicle ships
3251 91051900 Mechanical alarm clock
3252 91052100 Electronic wall clock
3253 91059110 Electronic astronomical clock
3254 91059190 Other electronic clock
3255 91061000 Attendance clock, time recorder
3256 91111000 Precious metal or case made of precious metal
3257 91129000 Bell case
3258 91143000 Clock face or surface
3259 91149090 Clock, other parts of the watch
3260 93011010 Self-propelled artillery weapon
3261 93011090 Other artillery weapons
3262 93012000 Rocket launcher; flamethrower; grenade launcher; torpedo launch

tube and similar launcher
3263 93019000 Other military weapons listed in heading 9301
3264 93020000 Revolvers and other pistols, except for goods subject to heading

9303 or 9304
3265 93031000 Front gun
3266 93032000 Other hunting, hunting or shooting shotguns, including combined

skid rifles
3267 93033000 Other rifles for sports, hunting or shooting
3268 93039000 Other firearms and similar devices fired by explosives listed in

heading 9303
3269 93040000 Airsoft, batons and other weapons
3270 93051000 Parts and accessories for revolvers or other pistols
3271 93052000 Parts and accessories for shotguns or rifles of heading 9303
3272 93059100 Parts and accessories for military weapons of heading 9301
3273 93059900 Other parts and accessories of the items listed in headings 9301

to 9304
3274 93062100 Shotgun bullet
3275 93062900 Shotgun bullet parts; air gun projectile
3276 93063080 Bullet for riveting machine or killer and its parts
3277 93063090 Other bullets and their parts
3278 93069000 Other goods listed in heading 9306
3279 93070010 Military swords, knives, spears and other weapons and their parts,

scabbards, scabbards
3280 93070090 Non-military swords, knives, spears and other weapons and their

parts, scabbards, scabbards
3281 94041000 Spring mattress
3282 94042100 Sponge rubber or foam pad
3283 94042900 Other materials
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3284 94043090 Other sleeping bags
3285 94049010 Down or feather-filled bedding
3286 94049020 Animal-filled bedding
3287 94049030 Silk-filled bedding
3288 94049040 Chemical fiber cotton filled bedding
3289 94049090 Bedding made of other materials
3290 94052000 Electrical table lamp, bedside lamp, floor lamp
3291 94055000 Non-electrical lighting and lighting
3292 94056000 Illuminated signs, illuminated nameplates and the like
3293 94059200 Plastic parts of the items listed in heading 9405
3294 94059900 Other material parts of the goods listed in heading 9405
3295 94061000 Wooden mobile home
3296 94069000 Other mobile homes
3297 95061100 Skiing
3298 95061200 Ski fasteners
3299 95061900 Other ski equipment
3300 95062100 Windsurfing
3301 95062900 Other water sports equipment
3302 95063100 Complete golf club
3303 95063200 golf
3304 95063900 Other golf equipment
3305 95064010 pingpong
3306 95065900 Other tennis rackets, badminton rackets or similar rackets
3307 95066210 Basketball, football, volleyball
3308 95066290 Other inflatable balls
3309 95066900 Other ball
3310 95067010 Skates
3311 95067020 Roller skates
3312 95069111 Treadmill
3313 95069119 Other fitness and rehabilitation equipment
3314 95069120 skateboard
3315 95069190 General sports, gymnastics or athletics
3316 95069900 Other unlisted toys and sporting goods
3317 95079000 Other fishing supplies
3318 96020010 Medicinal capsule
3319 96031000 Bundles of branches or other plant material
3320 96032100 Toothbrush, including toothbrush
3321 96033010 brush
3322 96033020 writing brush
3323 96035011 Wire brush as a machine and appliance part
3324 96035019 Wire brush as part of the vehicle
3325 96035091 Other brushes as parts of machines and appliances
3326 96035099 Other brushes as part of the vehicle
3327 96039010 Feather
3328 96040000 Hand with coarse sieve, fine sieve
3329 96061000 Buckle and its parts
3330 96062100 Plastic buttons, not wrapped in textile material
3331 96062200 Buttons made of enamel metal, not wrapped with textile material
3332 96062900 Other buttons
3333 96063000 Button core and other parts of the button
3334 96071100 Zipper with enamel metal teeth
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3336 96072000 Zipper parts
3337 96081000 Ballpoint pen
3338 96082000 Felt tip and other water-permeable pen tip pens and hoe pens
3339 96083010 Ink brush
3340 96083020 Fountain pen
3341 96083090 Other pen
3342 96084000 Activity pencil
3343 96085000 Package containing two or more pens
3344 96086000 Ballpoint pen
3345 96089100 Pen head and nib
3346 96089910 Pen for machine and instrument
3347 96089920 Wax paper stylus, pen holder, pencil holder, etc.
3348 96089990 Other pen parts
3349 96091010 pencil
3350 96091020 Color pencil
3351 96092000 Pencil lead, black or other color
3352 96121000 Typewriter ribbon or similar ribbon
3353 96132000 Inflatable pocket gas lighter
3354 96140010 Pipe and pipe head
3355 96140090 Cigarette holder and its parts
3356 96170090 Other vacuum containers and parts
3357 96180000 Tailor manikins and other mannequins
3358 96190011 Baby diapers and diapers
3359 96190090 Sanitary napkins or diapers of any material
3360 96200000 Monopod, bipod, tripod and the like
3361 97020000 Original engraving, print, and lithograph

 

Note: 1 is the tariff code in the Import and Export Tariff of the People's Republic of China (2019);
2 The product abbreviation is for reference only. The specific product range is subject to
the scope of the corresponding goods in the tariff code number in the “Import and Export
Tariff of the People's Republic of China (2019)”.
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